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Strike to kill TAG bill
Voi. S3 No. 4

Montclair State Cpllege.Upper Montclair. NJ 07043

students.”
President Dr. David W.D.
Dickson was deeply concerned
when he heard about the bill
“especially as it passed the Sen
ate so quickly.” He was one of
the college presidents who
drafted the letter.
The tuition aid deficit was
due to “maladminstration,”
^according to Assembly Albert
B u r stein ( D - T e n a f l y ) a
sponsor o f the bill. H e said rhe

M S C spearheads
cam
NJiT, and Trenton State follow suit
by IMaedine Hazeil
Student leaders o f MSC are
asking the students to boycott
classes Friday and Monday in
protest o f an assembly bill that
would reallocate up to $5
million originally earmarked
for improvements at state
colleges, to the Tuition Aid
G rant/T A G program which
last year incurred a $4.5 million
deficit.
The student leaders at MSC
made their decisions to strike
T uesday and were followed by
N e w Jersey In stitu e o f
T e c h no 1o g y /N J I T .a n d
Trenton State who decided
Wednesday to join MSC by

rallying Friday and holding
stu d en t strik es on their
campuses onlVlonday. William
Paterson College, Stockton
State College, and Glassboro
State College are supporting
the strike, but it is not known at
this time if they are joining the
strike effort.

'N o other recourse'
“Again, Trenton hasn’t
taken the time to fully realize
the impact of their actions. So
we feel we must strike to
convey our message. T here is
no other recourse at this time,”
said B rian C ig e , S G A

president.
S om e $9 m illio n was
collected this summer through
a $2 per credit tuition increase
at the eight state colleges, NJIT',
and Rutgers University.
It was believed that the
money would be funneled back
to the colleges to offset the $23
million cut made in the state
higher education budget. T he
college presidents have drafted
a letter to besent to both houses
o f the legislature, protesting
the use of the money to offset
the FAG deficit. The letter
says that .the transfer would
“set a terrible precedent for the
future and is a tax on our

problem was caused by “late
reporting (of statistics) from
the institutions:”
Approximately $3.5 million
of the deficit came from over
awarding o f financial aid to
community colleges, private
colleges, and NJ residents who
attended out of state schools*,
according to data supplied by
Burstein.The data shows state
colleges underspent their aid

cont. on p,4

Fire violations
neglected since '7 8
by Dennis Bloshuk
Over 500 violations o f the
Life Safety Code, includingthe
storage o f enormous amounts
of combustible materials in
every major building on
campus, were discovered in a
recent inspection o f the
campus.
The inspection, which was
done in January, showed 102
o f these violations w ere
repeated from an inspection
done in March, 1978.
Some of the other violations
include the blocking o f stair
way doors, and the lack o f fire
alarm, smoke detection, or
s p r in k lin g sy ste m in
Collette High, rhe Annex build
ing, and
in Chapin, *'hlcy.
Russ, and College Hails
According to Elliot I.
Mininberg, vice president of

administration and finahce,
M SC has req u ested the
department of higher education
to support the college’s Capital
Budget Request Project No.
8000003. This project would
provide $1.1.3 million for
d e f e r r e d m a in t e n a n c e ,
$600,000 of which would be
going to meet required fire
safety standards.

Possible bond issue
“There has been discussion
o f the p o ssib ility o f a
rejuvenated bond issue for
c a p ita l im p r o v e m e n t s ,”
Mininberg said. “However it
probably won’t come up this
year, but most likely next year
when they re having the
gubernatorial elections.”
Mininberg said that 75

percent of the items in the
January report have already
been corrected, 12 percent will
not be corrected because o f a
lack of funds, and 12 percent
will be decided upon when
John Lawler, representative for
the state fire marshall, inspects
the campus on Monday.
“One o f the problems with
this college is that it was built
on one o f the oldest campuses
in NJ and it makes it harder for
us to co r r e c t t h i n g s ,”
Mininberg said. H e added
another problem is that fire
standards are always changing,
thus making it difficult not to
have violations.
Mininberg said improve
ments could be made on
c a m p u s, e s p e c ia l l y for
handicapped students, if there

cont. on p. 3

Channel 3 was on hand Wednesday to interview SGA
president, Brian Cige on the student boycott of classes
set for Friday and Monday.
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Americans
missing in
Iraq raid
(BLOOM FIELD, N J)~[;our
Americans were listed as
missing in Iraq yesterday after
an air raid on a petrochemical
plant in the mideast nation’s
oil rich gulf region.
Previous reports said the
three were among a group of
10 employes o f the Lummus
Construction Company killed
in the attack. But Arnold
Voge, a spokesman for the
Bloomfield based firm, said the
fate o f the missing workers
isn’t known.
He said the company can’t
confirm if they are dead
because of poor communica
tions between Basra, Iraq, and
the NJ office. He said the
m is s in g w o r k e r s w e r e
identified after a bus convoy of
about 1,000 workers arrived in
Kuwait from Iraq yesterday.
1 he three o f the four missing
US residents were identified as
Harvey Johnson o f Dickinson,
T exas; Sidney Grant o f
Tucson, Arizona; and Luke

C lin e o f J o h n so n C ity ,
Tennessee. Family members
have been notified that the men
are missing.
Vogel said four o f the other
missing workers were from the
United Kingdom, two were
from West Germany, and the
10th was from India. Their
names were not available.
T h e com pany reported
yesterday that the 10 were
killed in Monday’s air attack on
the plant being built in Basra by
Lummus for the Iraq ministry
of industry and mines.

Students
arrested
for assault

connection with the attack on
students from Saint Joseph’s
High School.
C oh en said on e Saint
Joseph’s student suffered a
broken jaw in the attack and
another suffered a concussion.
Police said some Howell
High School students threw a
brick at the Saint Joseph’s
school bus. T hey said when the
driver stopped to check the
damage, the two assaulted the
driver and boarded the bus.
Police said those two were
joined by six others from
H owell High School who then
attacked six Saint Joseph’s
students—all between the ages
of 12 and 15.
Cohen said police believe the
attack was planned and the
result o f a long standing rivalry
between the two Monmouth
County High Schools.

(HOW ELL
T O W NSH IP,
NJ)— P o l i c e in H o w e ll
Township yesterday said they
picked up siven high school
students and are looking for
another in connection with an
assault on students from a rival
high school.
Howell policeman Michael
Cohen said all of the youths
arrested are students at Howell
High School. He said they will
be charged with assault in

(NEW ARK, NJ)—Farm crops
in NJ are being threatened by
water shortages, which have
already reduced crop yields
and shrunk the size o f fruits and
vegetables.

NJ crops
hurt by
drought

l ne drought resulted in 15
of the state’s 21 counties being
declared federal disaster areas.
T he state has suffered
through three straight months
of above normal temperatures
and below normal rainfall.
-Officials are warning of
possible rationing in addition
to the bans on nonessential use
of water already in efféct in the
heavily populated Northeas
tern section o f thè state.

Ex-yippie
makes big
money
(W A L T H A M , M A S S .)Remember the Yippies o f the
1 9 6 0 ’s, w h o c r it ic iz e d
American society as they
found it? Well, former Yippie
Jerry Rubin got $1500 this
week for a speech at Brandéis
University in Waltham, Mass.
H e urged the students to make
capitalism work for better
social values. And not to smoke
too much majijuana.
And he announced that
former Yippie Abbie Hoffman
will speak at Brandéis next
week.

Indict
ments for
dumping
(T R E N T O N , N J ) . , T w o
c h e m ic a l c o m p a n ie s in
M id d lesex C o u n ty w ere
in d ic t e d y e s t e r d a y fo r
allegedly dumping four million
gallons o f toxic chemical
wastes into sewer systems.
A tt o r n e y G e n e r a l Joh n
Degnan said the indictments
were not related to each other.
In one indictment, the Duane
Marine salvage corporation of
Perth Amboy and its officers*
were charged with discharing
more than 500,000 gallons of
pollutants into the Perth
Amboy sewer system. The
firm is also accused of dumping
more than 80,000 gallons of
hazardous chemicals into the
edgeboro landfill in East
Brunswick.
T h e -secon d indictm ent
charges Madison industries of
Old Bridge with the dumping
of 3.2 million gallons of
untreated chemical wastes
directly into the Old Bridge
sewerage ,. i hority treatment
facility.
Courtesy A P w ire services

CLUB

creator and producer in the

STAR TREK
EXPERIENCE
T u es. S e p t.3 0
7:30P M
M em o ria l A u d ito riu m
$ 3 .5 0 w /I D $ 4 w /o u t
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Fire hazards revealed
across entire campus
cont. from p. 1
was only enough money.
T o improve the current fire
alarm and detection system, a
new $1 million computerized
energy system will be installed.
It will regulate energy and
provide a fire detection system
that will indicate t he location of
any breaks in the system“We’re making progress to
improve the safety conditions
on this campus,’’ Minin berg
said.
Mininberg said the meeting
with the state fire marshall on
Monday will be an important
one.
“If there is something that
might have to be fixed,”
Mininberg said, “I will order
my people to do it, if needed.”
Another problem, he said,
was that many o f the old fire
alarms would go off, ring for a
minute, and then shut off.
Students would leave the
buildings when the alarm
sounded, and reenter the
buldings after the alarm had
stopped ringing, assuming it
was safe. “Some, o f the alarms
were so sensitive,” Mininberg
said, “if the windows were
open and the wind blowing,
the alarms would go off.” He
said this happened often in
Freeman Hall. Mininberg said
the new alarm systems were
installed in those buildings
where the problems were
taking place.
Mininberg also said that fire
extinguishers in all buildings
are inspected everyother week
they are operating correctly or
need recharging.

These boxes are stored in College
Hall, Room 112, presenting a fire
hazard to the employes who work
there.

V isito r s from A u stria
^arrived on campus Monday to
begin a week long celebration
o f the sister city relationship
b e tw e e n th e "1'own o f
Montclair and (iraz, Austria.
An “American Sampler”
luncheon was among several
scheduled events for the guests.
H o n o r a r y d e g r e e s w e re
awarded to Dr. Alexander
G otz, mayor o f Graz, and
Austrian consul general in NY,
Thomas
Nowotny.
MSC
president Dr. W. D. Dickson
led the convocation for the
visitors.
hollowing the luncheon the
delegation of 41 people was
entertained under the auspices
of Overseas Neighbors, the
organization which conceived
the sister city relationship.
Students were welcomed to
participate in the; several
activities held on campus.
Monday’s agenda included the
opening exhibition of silkscreen works by Austrian artist
Kiki Kogclnik. The exhibition
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This exposed electrical panel box in
college Hall is one of the 500 fire
safety violations discovered in a
recent inspection of MSC.

Students out
in the cold
by Dorrie T. Christman

S is te r cities reunion
by Regina Brzek

■o
«
i
(0

is on display in Gallery One,
and Life Hall until Oct. 31.
On T uesday, a physical fitness
demonstration including disco,
roller, and square dancing was
held in ParizcrGym. The Graz
visitors had access to the
college pool and enjoyed
guided tours o f the campus.

Beneficial for M SC
Rhea Seagull, director of
public relations, sees the
Montclair-Graz sisterhood as
being very beneficial for MSC
students. “The anniversary
celebration helps students to
obtain a different pcrspccti v co f
a culture other than their ow n,”
Seagull said. MSC students
benefit from several social
events, books donated to
Sprague Library by the guests,
and a yearly exchange of
students with the University of
Graz.
The sister city relationship
was conceived in 1949 by
active citizens of Montclair.
Graz was chosen liccause it is

similar to Montclair with its
u n i v e r s i t y , o p e r a , and
m ou n tain ou s to p o g ra p h y .
A nother important factor
concerning the choice was
Graz’s proximity to the Iron
Curtain countries o f Hungary
and Yugoslavia. T he Overseas
Neighbors thought exposure
to American culture would
help combat the communist
influence entering Southeast
ern Austria from the bordering
satellite countries of Russia,
Seagull said.

Campus cooperates
Nora DePalma, student
public relations assistant,,
reported a great deal of
a ssista n c e from cam pus
organizations and hopes for
further participation in the
coming week. “We’re hoping
to impress the image . of an
active, hardworking, student
body to our guests," DePalma
said. MSC participation was
made possible partically due to
backing from the Alumni
Association.

Come Dec. 23, the majority
of Freeman Hall residents may
be evicted from their rooms for
the duration o f winter session
to make way for wintersession
students.
According to the Residence
Hall Contract, those winter
session students w ill be
required to purchase a meal
plan that costs $ 11 more per
week than the current price for
the same plan.
N o action has been taken by
Freeman residents yet, bur
many are outraged over this
unprecedented procedure. One
resident said, “We’re damned if
we do and w e’re damned if we
don’t. I can’t afford to live here
for winter break, but I don’t
want to move all my stuff out
either.”
Students who arc planning
to stay in Freeman arc
concerned over the increased
price for the meal plan. Student
Lori Sloan said, “ I’m infuriated
about having to pay this extra
money, but I feel like I have no
oth er c h o ic e .” Freem an
residents Mike Galcotafiore
and John Caponigro arc both
planning to stay during the
winter break and pay for their
room. They said they won’t
pay the extra cost for the meal
ticket because they can cat
better and cheaper at Burger
King.
Lois Redd, secretary of
housing said, “T he price for
the meal plan is still indefinite,
but the increase would be due
to overhead costs. 1'he normal
num ber o f meal tick ets
purchased during the year is
1,500. Whether Caisinc is
serving 1,500 or 70, their
overhead is the same. The
in c r e a s e d p r ic e w o u ld
compensate for this.”
A ccording to Marjorie
Coleman , di'vcror o f Freeman
Hall, “If ¡00 or more people
sign up for winter session by
November and request to live

on campus, Freeman Hall will
be open for their use."
Winter session residents
would be required to obtain a
10-meal plan from the college
food service, Cuisine Ltd.
Raymond Stover director of
housing; said, “ li (. tisine is
w illin g, the 100 person
minimum may lie lowered.”
Cheryl De Lanccy, a senior
living in Freeman Hall said, “ I
think it’s a, good idea to allow
winter session people to liveon
campus, but I think it’s
ridiculous to! make Freeman
residents move all their stuff
out, no matter how far in
advance w e’re notified.”
The decision to open the
dorm to w in ter sessio n
students was made by Stover
after SGA president Brian Cige
recommended it last spring.
A m on g the reasons that
Freeman Hall was chosen over
other dormitories were its size
and the fact that it’s run by a
professional director rather
than a graduate assistant.
Although Freeman Hall has a
cafeteria located in it, Stover
said winter session residents'
may be walking to the Student
Center Cafeteria for their
meals.
The cost to live in Freeman
Hall during winter break will
be $36 per week rent and'S27
per week for the 10-meal plan,
according to the contract.
When asked who would Ik
eligible to stay in the dorm
during winter break, Stover
replied, “We would be fairly
flexible in that area. Students
registered for winter session
courses, students practicing for
winter sports, anyone working
on academic projects, and even
students who may have local
jobs would all be eligible to live
in Freeman.”
Some problems have vet to
b e r e s o lv e d and J o h n
Shearman, assistant director o f
housing, will be chairing a .
committee for that purpose.
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Students to boycott classes
cont. from p. 1

allocations by about $340,000.
Burstein said he understands
the dissatisfaction among state
college students; but he claims
that the tranfer is a traditional
“matter of policy.’’ 1 he state

board of higher education also
exercised this policy in 1976
under similiar ciraimstances.
But Cigc said, “ Policy or
nor,if it isn’t lair,it shouldn’t lx;.'
“ I don’t think that XJ state
colleg.e studlm rs sh o u ld

subsidize private and out of
state colleges. If they’re the
ones who incurred the debt,
why don’t they pay for it?”
M eryl Y ou rish , stu d en t
chairman of the special MSC
subcommittee to investigate

Pledges protected
by Regina Brzek
A Bill of Rights protecting
frarefnitv and sorority pledges
from “malicious beating," diets
o f any k in"d , dangerous
amounts of intoxicants, and
harmful “paddling" will be
voted on by the SC! A
legislature Wednesday night.
I .irtle opposition to the bill is
ex p ected , due to tragic
incidents whichhav< ocelli ed
at XJ colleges in the pax.
T h e b ill, accid en tally
received by S( l A president
Brian Cige from John Dcgnan,
XJ attorney general, originated
at Kean College. It was
attached to a copy of MSC’s
, alchohol police- sent bv Cige to
Degnati for review by the
Attorney ( »eiieral's Office.
The Bill of Riirhrs limits the
dangers imposed bv the
in itia tin g rites for new
member: entering fraternities
arid '•«rorities.
t.ige is optomistic about the

possibilities which the bill
provides. “The. need for it is
obvious and present. A speeds;
implementation will induce
more sécurité- in the fraternities
and sororities,” Cige said. He
feels that such a measure would
reassure those who evould
consider entering the houses
and thus stimulate further
participation.
The bill includes 10 basic
ruleswhich forbid some of the
dangerous activities often
associated evirh hazing. The
document also attempts to
protect the pledge emotionally
by prohibiting- indecent acts
arid respecting the pledge’s
religious beliefs.
If the bill is passed, each
chartered SGA house w ill be
required to estahlis! ,i .•omrini
;ee for liearin;i pledges, comp lain ts. If ;a p led ge is
dissatisfied wit li the committee's ruling, he t ou'd -appeal to
the Welfare and Internal

SGA news
Concerts debated
by Meryl Yourish
Class I Concerts was the
object of a controversial bill last
night, and the SGA discussed
tomorrow’s student strike.
A bill was passed that
prohibited Class I Concerts
from selling tickets to the Poco
concert until the contract was
signed. Brian Cige, SGA
president, said that he thought
it was good business and legal
practice to require Class I
Concerts to have a signed
contract before they made any
commitments.
The SGA also discussed the
student strike that will be held
tomorrow and Monday. A
r e s o lu t i o n w a s p a s s e d
endorsing the strike and plans

were made to picket the Clove
R d. and X o r m a l A v e .
entrances.
A bill was passed requiring
all class organizations to state
that they are SG A organiza
tions in their ads in The
Mont clarion.
Carmen Santiago, Mark
Spiro, Wayne Bushel, Carrie
Schwieduck, Tammy Witt,
and G r e g Ir v in e w e r e
appointed legislators at large.
Rich Shorter was appointed
vice president of external
affairs.
I'h e co n serv a tio n club
received a $181 appropriation
from the M TA fund to hire a
bus for a whitewater rafting
trip.

Senate acts on attendancerecognizes student strike
Last night, the Faculty
Senate moved to respect the
student boycott of classes
to m o r r o w , an d, d e sp ite
opposition by Andy McCor
mick, SG A vice president of
academic affairs, approved a
new attendance policy.
If approved by attorney
general John Degnan, the new
attendance policy will take
effect next fall.
T he senate requested that
faculty members not penalize
students who miss classes
and/or assignments as a result

of the boycott.
T he new attendance policy
states, “Students are expected
to fulfill all course require
ments...Class attendance may
be a course requirement...T he
instructor should notify the
students in writing of what the
cou rse requ irem en ts w i l l .
be...Professors may penalize
students for failure to meet
attendance requirements...It is
the student’s responsibility to
con firm reg istra tio n and
determine course requirements
by the end of the add/drop
registration period.

Affairs Committee. If the
pledge is unhappy with the
ruling, the matter will be
b r o u g h t to t h e S ( IA
legislature’s attention.
Amy Rosamilia, treasurer of
Sigma Delta Phi sorority, is in
favor of such a document. “ It’s
a good idea when you consider
the stories that you hear,” she
said. Rosamilia added that the
houses are relatively safe in
comparison to those o f other
colleges in XJ.

the bill said. “We underspent
our allocations. Why should
w e be penalized for their
inefficiencies?”
Assemblywoman Mildred
B. Garvin (D-Essex), the bill’s
cosponsor in the assembly, said
if the money didn’t come from
the extra tuition payments,
taxpayers would have to pay
the bill.
MSC is also supported by
the American Federation of
Teachers/A FT . Dick Hicks, a
state representative for the
A F T said, “The state faculty
will support you. If there are
any problems with grades just
ask your teacher if he is a
member of the AFT' and then
remind him that the union is
behind you.”
Jean Armstrong, dean of
student affairs, told the
students, “ I support the effort

Career Corner -

to rescind allocation of a
percentage of tuition to tuition
aid funds, as this wasn’t the
reason for the hike in the
b e g in n in g . S h o w th em
through your strength in
n um bers th a t it is an
inadvisable bill to pass.”
Dr. K athleen W ilkens,
president of the faculty senate
at MSC said, “T he extent of
student concern is amply
demonstrated by the student
action. I call upon the XJ
legislature to reject the bill
which is damaging to higher
education in XJ.”
T he bill, sponsored in the
u p p er h o u s e by se n a te
president Joseph P. Merlino
(D-Mercer) and Sen. Matthew
Feldman (D Teaneck), was
passed by the senate and is
scheduled for Assembly action
Monday.

'

E xperience required
by Peter Prichard
1 he “experience only" catch
22 is a reality that many college
students haveto face. It usually
happens after graduation, bur
can also take place whilelooking for a parttime or
summer job. You might have
to confront it in an interview or
while looking through want
ads in the newspaper.
You’ll know you’ve been
•through it when an employer
tells you he only hires people
with experience. What follows
are some suggestions. Future
colum ns w ill deal w ith
resources and ideas for those
s tu d e n ts g r a d u a tin g .in
December who might not have
a chance to take advantage of
some of these ideas for
obtaining related experienceprior to graduation.
Internships—Many organi
zations offer paid and nonpaid
internships that relate to their
particular field or work settings
I’he Career Services Office in
Life Hall has about a dozen
resources that list internship
opportunities.. These include
7 he Student (inide to M ass
M edia Internships; The
Directory of Public Seri'ice
Internships; The Directory of
Undergraduate Internships; I'he
Directory of Internships, Work
Experience Programs, and On
the ¡ob Training Opportunities.
Co-op Education -Another
solution for undergraduates
facing the “experience only”
hiring syndrome is Co-op Fd.
Students from all academic
areas can work in jobs through
co-op and earn academic credit
w h ile m ak ing top pay.
Moreover, since co-op jobs are
always academically relevant,
students acquire sought after
experience before graduation.
This unique approach to
learning prom ises to aid
participants in entering the

work force with greater ease
upon graduation. I he co-op
staff in Life Hall looks forward
to meeting you at its weekly
information meetings, held in
the Co-op Fd. Office each
M onday at 10 am arid
Wednesday at noon. For more
information eall 893-4426.
F a r 11i m e e m p 1o y in en :
Farrtime employment often
provides students with career
related experience. Career
Services has a counselor who
works with students looking,
for parrtime
employment
while attending school. The
partrime job books are updated
daily and examples of a few of
the current openings are given
at the end o f each bimonthly

“Careers Corner" column.
L’pep ming dead 1ine- Ft >reign
Service Officer Examination
applications must be received
bv the Foreign Service Board
of Examiners by Oct. 24. T his
examination is open to any
student over 20 years old.
Applications are available in
Career Services in Lite Hall.
Watch for the next “Careers
Corner” for details of an on
campus seminar on Eoreign
Service Careers presented by a
state department official.
\\ e Mould liketo again invite
any groups on campus offering
career related programs or
services to contact Feter
Prichard in Career Services

■Job Listings and Career Semimars
Seminars

Parttime E mplo xment
Mon., Sept. J 9 ........
Tue., Oct. 1 4 ...........

Resume Writing
Finir., Oct. 2 ...........
T’hur., Oct. 9 ...........

l pm
6 pm

Elie / ob Hunt
Tue., Oct. 7 ........ ....

10 an

Iirtervjeii'iug Techniques
Wed., Oct. 8 .............

pn

Fulltime J*d s
Counselor—A ny major night hours—listed Sept. 10—9.3K
Ridgewood.
Manager—Any major—listed Sept. 4—$225 a week—Torowa.
Marketing analyst—Math statistics computer science—listed. Sept
4—15.5K —Mountain I .akes.
Xurritionist—License required—listed Sept. 15—negotiableF.nglewood Cliffs.

Farrtime Jobs
Drama coach.—''Theater arts background—listed Sept. 10-S4.50 an
hour—Xew ark.
Law office clerk—Any major—listed Sept. 17—$3.10 an hour—
Upper Montclair.
Assistant, editor—English major—listed Sept. 12—negotiable-L'nion
City.
Doetor’s assistant—Any major, will train—listed Sepr. 16—S4 an
hour-Clifton.
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Campus Police report

Break-ins plague M S C
by Chris Carroll
A female MSC student
allegedly received a threat from
a male on Sept. 20 at 7:30 pm.
The victim stated that a male,
descrilied as being 20-22 years

X

old w ith blond hair, said “ I’m
going to rape and kill her.” She
said the male was with two
other males and a female when
he made the threat. Officer
James Kassnacht. filed the

report.
Matt FaCourte, a sopho
more physical education major,
reported damage and missing
property from his car on Sept.
19. FaCourte parked his 1965

DELTA
THETA
PSI
M O N TCLAIR 'S ONLY S O C IA L SORORITY
WITH A N ATIO N AL BIG
BROTHER FRATERNITY.
DEDICATED TOWARDS H A V IN G
FUN A N D EXCITING TIMES. '
A SORORITY SINCE 1947
W HICH HAS EARNED ITS RESPECT.
GIRLS GET INVOLVED
JO IN US AT OUR
WINE A N D CHEESE PARTY
O ct.1 a t 7PM
For In fo rm a tio n C a lf
7 8 5 -9 2 7 8 o r 8 9 3 -5 5 6 3
H ISPA N ICS —- Who are they? W hat are their contributions?
. * W here are they going? Why should you care?

Latin American Student Union
& The Spanish Caucus
Present a Forum for Discussion
Topic: Hispanics, W ho A re They?
Moderator: D r. R am baldo

Tuesday, September 30, 1 pm — 3 pm

Mercury Comet in Fot 14 on
Sept. 18. When he returned to
his car the next day, he found
his antenna broken, a window
smashed, and his car battery
missing. The total valueofthe
damage and missing property
was undetermined, the report
stared. Officer Robert Williams
filed the report.
Karen Wittig also reported
damage to her car on Sept. 22 at
1:37 am. Wittigsaidsheparkcd
her car in Fot 14 and later
found the windshield of her
1974 Chevy Vega smashed.
1’here was no evidence as to
what type o f instrument was
used to cause the damage, the
report stated.
While on routine patrol on
Sept. 22 at 1:46 am, sergeant
Michael Postaski noticed the
Northwest door to Chapin

Hall was open. Postaski
approached the door and
observed that the bottom of the
door was torn away and the
locking mechanism broken.
The building was checked by
P o s ta s k i, ser g ea n t Joh n
Johnston,and officer Paul Cell,
but no suspects or further
damage were found.
Officer Williams was called
by the M ontclair police
department on Sept. 19 at 2:30
pm and asked to make a
composite sketch of the person
involved in a jewelry store hold
up in Montclair. Williams
reported to the Montclair
p o lic e d e p a r tm e n t and
interviewed two witnesses in
the case. Two com posit«
sketches w ere made by
Williams to aid in the
investigation, the report stated.

P rof dead at age 6 8
Walter
Kops professor
emeritus
and
dedicated
teacher of history and social
studies tor 31 years, died at
home Aug. 16 troni a massive
coronary. He was 68.
Retired as ot January, Kops
came to MSC in 1953 after 15
years as a high school teacher.
He served as chairman o f the
history ( and social studies
departments and was past
president o f the NJ Council for
the Social Studies, a member of
the National Council for the
Social Studies, and director o f
the Council for _ Economic
Education.
An active member of the
Alumni Association, Kops
served on its Executive Board
from 1969 to 1973, and'was
aw arda! the Alumni Bicenten
nial Citation for his innovative
teaching methods.
As a Guggenheim fellow,
Kops studied atthc-Univcrsity

of Munster in Germany. He
received his BA and MA from
MSC and completed his
doctoral studies at Teachers
College o f Columbia Univers
ity in NY.
Kops’ wife, Marjorie, said,
“He devoted his whole life to
working with students in
teaching.” Dr. Harry Balfe II, a
professor in the political
science department and long
time acquaintcnce o f Kops’,
said, “He was a marvelous
man. He had the highest
integrity and his life was
devoted to school.”
• Dr. Helen E. Royer of the
history department is presently
organizing a committee of
Kops’ friends and colleagues
for a memorial service.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Marjorie Mackerlcy; a
son, Walter K. Kops Jr.; and a
daughter, Anne Sobreck.

'Star Trek' legend
to speak on work
Gene Roddenberry, the
creator of Star Trek will discuss
The Star Trek Experience
Tuesday at 7:30 pm in
Memorial Auditorium.
Roddenberry will talk about
the T V series and will present a
film of excerpts from the
movie.

An avid speaker, Rodden
berry has appeared throughout
the country in lecture halls and
at Star I rek conventions.
Tickers are $4—$3.50 with
student ID~and are on sale on
the first floor of the Student
Center and the College Fife
Union Board Office.

P I F H f iF

Room no. 1 Fourth Floor, Student Center
We invite all faculty and students to attend.
Refreshments will be served.
%

LASO is a Class One Organization of the SGA

DELTA KAPPA PSI
Professional Business &
Economics Fraternity

’'■’'•'FOR INFORMATION CALL:
I Nick Watsik, Piedgemaster
'
227*3860» after 4pm
a
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while grocery shopping and
was so excited she raced right
over.
T he program, directed by
I)r. Margarita Ciareia o f the
psychology department, is
a d m i n i s t e r e d by th e
International R escue
C om m it tee, a private
foundation to aid refugees.
l'he teaching program,

Students teach refugees
MSC students are doing
their part to aid the newly
arrived Cuban refugees by
volunteering to teach them
English.
E v e r y M o n d a y and
Thursday night 150 refugees

and eight MSC volunteers
meet in .Memorial High School
in West NY for four courses of
beginning English and one
course of advanced English!
Janet Susi, coordinato^ o f .
English as a Second l.an-

gu agcF S O L program, said,
“These Cubans show an
eagerness to learn English.
I h e y are a w a r e t h a t
knowledge of the language is a
necessity.” Susi said that one
woman heard of th e . classes

When you need big favors
you ask good friends.

which began Aug.
27, was
initiated by Dr. Joan Fnglcbcrt
o f th e S p a n i s h ' I t a l i a n
department and Janet Susi.
Six Spanish majors, Maria
Alves, I.orj Lang, Odalya
S e r p a -H cr n an d cz , Robert
Sil vestri , Karla Tren ti n,
Kathleen Vaccaro.ont French
major Francisco ScrpaHernandez, and a recent graduate,
Marcia T u g o rcz.. are the
volunteers.
S u s i a sk s t h a t M S C
education majors who are
fluent in Spanish and wish to
volunteer for this program
contact her at 893-5133.

WMSC may
be bumped
o ff campus
A Newark based radio
station, WBGO, has applied to
the Federal Communications
Comm ission/FCC to install a
transmitter and antenna on the
same tower used by WMSC.
According to jMike Bobrowicz, chief engineer and
p r o f e s s i o n a l a d v i s o r to
WMSC, if WBGO is installed
on the tower, WMSC might
not be heard on campus
because o f interference caused
by a more powerful station.
WBGO, a noncommercial,
jazz station, applied to the
FCC to transmit 2,350 watts of
power from a height o f400 feet
on the tower, Bobrowicz said.
Currently, WMSC is transmit
ting 10 watts from a height of
600 feet. If WBGO gets
permission to operate from the
t o w e r , B o b r o w i c z said,
WMSC might not be heard on
campus, but will continue to be
heard in the surrounding
towns.
WBGO applied for their
license on June 2 and is
awaiting confirmation from the
FCC, Bobrowicz said. “I
expect they will receive
permission,” he added.
“There is, to make a long
story short, nothing we can
do,” Bobrowicz concluded.

N orth Jersey W omen’s
H ealth O rganization
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE. NJ 07470 ________

When you ask good
friends for a favor, you know
what they’re going to say. So
you tell them you’re moving
again and then wait for the
groans to stop. They may not
like the idea, but you know
they’re going to be there.
When you’re finished, these
people are going to deserve
something special. Tonight,
let it be Lowenbrau.

• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
•A bortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

278-4500
North Jersey
Gynecological Center

ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

■ ■ r a n »

—I*

•I

I I

I

—

Lowenbrau.Here’s to good friends.
© I960 Beer brewed in U.S.A. by Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete
Gynecological Care
call 375-0800 For Immediate Appt
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRviNGTON CTR
MOURS 9AM-5PM MON.-SAT. AMPLE PARKING
40 UNION AVEn SUITE 104, IRVINGTON, NJ
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C lass

'Æ

C o n c e rts .

PRESENTS
IN PANZER GYM

POCO
SUN. OCT. 12 8PM
TICKETS ON SALE TO MSC
STUDENTS ONLY FOR THE
FIRST THREE DAYS IN THE
STUDENT CENTER LOBBY
B E 66IN N IN 6 FRI. SEPT.26
10AM-3PM
GENERAL ADMISSION
WITH MSC ID—$6
OTHERS-S8

No Bottles, Cans, A lcoholic Beverages, Or
Cam eras P erm itted.
Class One Concerts is a Class One Organisation of the SGA

m
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Boycott now
Som ething is being asked o f the students o f N J ’s colleges
and universities. It isn’t a sim ple request, to fulfill. But then
asking som eone to really stand up for him self isn ’t d o n e to o
often.
Four and a half m illion dollars o f student m on ey m ay be
exported to ou t o f state schools, unless w e m o v e to protest.
T hat means that NJ students m ay be faced w ith $ 4 .5 m illion
less o f library im provem ents, adjuncts, and available funds.
It means $ 4 .5 m illion dollars less o f college.
For years the majority o f NJ college students have been
exploited by the state, and sat idly by like so many
despondent children, w h ile o n e or another bureaucrat
chopped a piece o f a department o ff here, or a cut back on
faculty there. Bonds are floated to build a n ew dorm, m oney
can be found to put d o w n $ 6 5 0 ,0 0 0 w orth o f astroturf, but
the quality o f education and basic facilities seem to steadily
w orsen.It’s getting harder to find a college student w h o can
w rite a com plete sentence, but damn it w e ’ll g iv e ’em three
new fields to play softball on! M on ey can be found for that!
O n Fri., Sept. 26 at 7:30 am, students and faculty are
being asked to abstain from attending regularly scheduled
classes. T h e y ’re being asked to stand up for them selves.
V ery often, after a piece o f legislation has becom e a
reality, or a tuition increase has been approved students
com e to their student governm ent and ask, “ W here w ere
y o u ?” W ell, your S G A is right before you , and asking for
your support. T h e y ’re asking that you pay attention to
w hat’s happening to you r m on ey, to understand that vnu re
being abused, and to realize that y o u d on ’t have to
com pF cently accept it.
T h ere can be no failure for this strike if it receives the
support it deserves. W hile the defeat o f Bill A 1972 is the
actions’ primary goal, it is not necessary for success. T h e
very fact that colleges are about to make T renton w ell
aware o f the fact that th ey cannot fall back on student
m onies to rem edy their o w n bureaucratic bungling is a
victory in itself. T o m o r r o w ’s strike m ay very w ell put an
end to Bill A 1972, but just as im portantly, it m ay prevent
similar bills from ever reaching th e A ssem bly floor in the
future.
T h e strike called for b y Brian C ige, S G A president,and
supported by both the Am erican Federation o f Teachers
and the Faculty Senate, w ill send a m essage to T renton. It
w ill sa> that \ j state college students are for education
w hich d o ts not supply w ayw ard bureaucracies w ith ready
cash to fill the holes left by their incom petence.
Support the strike beginning Friday; stand up for higher
education in NJ; and m ost im portantly, stand up for
yourself!
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On Second Thought/Meryi Yourish

S upport the strike
You might have noticed a
bunch o f noisy students in the
Student Center Mall yester
day. I wasn’t exactly an
example o f “silence is golden”
myself. If you missed it, let me
explain and hopefully clear up
any misunderstandings. The
SG A has declared a boycott—a
boycott on classes tomorrow
and M onday, to protest
Assembly bill 1972. This bill
proposes to take up to 50
percent o f the recent $2 per
credit tuition hike and channel
it into the Tuition Aid
G rant/T A G program.
Bill A. 1972 is asking state
college and university students
to make up T A G ’s deficit, but
there’s a slight misunderstand
ing here. We did not create this
deficit—theTAGprogram s for
independent, community, and
out o f state colleges incurred
this debt. State colleges and
universities actually under
spent their T A G programs by
$400,000.
If we didn’t make the
mistakes, why should w e pay
for them? Why should our
m oney su bsid ize students
going out of state?
We need your support. We
cannot have a boycott if you'

DOONESBURY
AND NOWTH AICP HAS
HYPNOTIZED THESHARK.HE
WILL PLACE HLSHVE'Y EAR .• OLD SON, M ARK/, LN THE
■ TANK TO SHOW THAT THE
: SHARK HAS BECOME COM, PlE TE lY HARM LESS!

/

don’t honor it. We need every
last one o f you to either stay
home or join our picket lines.
We have the support of the
A m erican F ed era tio n o f
Teachers and the Faculty
S en at e. We are a s k i n g
professors not to schedule
exams or penalize students for
boycotting classes.
For those of you who would
like to join our protests, I have
a few guidelines you should all
follow.
First and foremost, keep the
protests peaceful. Do not use
any form o f violence. If you
picket, don’t attack those
people who choose to drive
onto the campus. We have no
legal right to prevent anyone
from entering the college. You
can persuade, you can argue,
but y o u ca n ’t threaten.
Violence and vandalism will
not help our cause. It will
hinder it.
Each entrance will have
several strike captains chosen
from SGA legislators. Listen
to these captains—they are
assuming responsibility for all
of their volunteers.
Park off campus if you can.
Use the new lot on Clove Rd.
and walk to the college—the

emptier the campus, the better
it looks.
If you need any information
or just want to help, walk up to
the SGA and The Montclarion
offices on the Fourth Floor o f
the Student Center, or call 8934202 or 893-5230. These
o f f i c e s are o u r s t r i k e
headquarters.
We have often been guilty o f
complaining about something
we didn’t like but not actually
doing anything about it. Well,
this is our chance. We don’t
have to sit around wondering
what to do. We can give the
legislators a show o f force, and
w e are not alone. Most o f the
other state colleges are walking
out too. For the first time in
years, college students are
united.
Do your part. Stay home
tomorrow .md Monday, or help
us picket. 1 ell Trenton that
they’ve shafted us for the last
time . And if you don’t have
really strong feelings either
way, consider this: at least
y o u ’ll have a four day
weekend.
Meryl Yourish is a radical staff
writer for The Montclarion.

by Garry Trudeau
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StudentsSpeak

Freedom of choice wanted

by Georgia Panagakos and Phil Lanoue

What do you think o f the possibility o f your professors dictating an attendance policy for classes?
“ I think w e should have an
attendance policy becausetheclasses are
set for you to be there and you have an
obligation to make a schedule that will
work for you. So, because o f this, if
you’re not in class I
think it’s defeating the
whole purpose of
going to school and
getting an education.”

“ I don’t like it because I don’t think
that students should be made to go to
class. T hey should only teach the
students who want to go to class and
learn. It’s better this
way in the long run for
the professors and the
stu dents.”
Teresa Vasta
1982/business
“I don’t think this attendance policy
is right. I mean this is college, hot high
school. I think it should be up to the
students; if they want
to .show then they
should go.”

Gregory Hammond
19 8 3 /undeclared
“Well, as far as getting graded, I think
the attendance policy would be a good
idea because if you’re not in class, how
are you going to keep
track o f the studies
going on.”

Mike Pisani
1 983 / undeclared

Alyson Or bann
1 9 8 3 /political science

“ I think it’s pretty juvenile. First of
all w e are the ones paying the money to
come here, therefore thè responsibility
lies with us. Secondly, the professors’
salary is coming from
us. Therefore I feel
they have no right to
tell us that we have to
come to class.”
Paul Quense
1982/history.

“I don’t liketheidea. I feel that w ethe
students, since w e’re paying for our
education, should be allowed to decide
on our own whether
we want to go to class
or not.”

Carol Schiavo
1 9 8 1 / psy chology

“1 don’t like it. We are paying for our
education and it should be our choice if
we want to show up for class or not.
People do have things to do and
sometimes they can’t
make a class so why \
s h o u l d t h e y be I
p en al iz ed for not
showing?”
Bob Neuman
1 9 8 2 /marketing

“ I really don’t think our attendance
should matter to the professors. I mean
going to school is for our own benefit.
If we want, to go th;et
w,e will go. If we don’t
then we don’t.”

Denise Risko
1 9 8 4 /business

On the Rampage/Nora DePalma

When striking out makes sense

A s you probably have heard by now,
the SGA is calling for all MSC students
to boycott their classes on Friday and
* Monday in protest of the Tuition Aid
G rant/T A G bill currently before the
state legislature awaiting a v>>te.
In brief, what this bill is doing is
taking over half the $9 million
generated by our (surprise!) tuition
hike in midsummer, and giving it to the
T A G program to eliminate its deficit.
There is a deficit because too much
money has been used to aid NJ students
going to out o f state colleges and
private institutions in NJ. What is
happening is that some slob is going to
Princeton courtesy of your money.
N ow asking college students to skip
their classes and sleep late is like asking a
child to skip the vegetables and eat
dessert. The only problem is, some of
you are concerned about a scheduled

test, or missing important material.
Do not be concerned!! You will not be
penalized for honoring the picket lines!
The Faculty Senate and the teachers
union have voiced their respect of the
boycott, so that includes most o f your
teachers. If you do encounter any
teacher that does not understand the
situation call the SGA at 893-4202, and
tell them the teacher’s name and the
problem.
I have yet to hear o f any teacher who
is not supportive of our efforts. For
once, the faculty, the SGA, The
Mont clarion, and the stu dent body are all
on the same side.
The next problem is what to do.with
your new found rime. Catching up on
yourschoolwork is out o f the question,
and 7:30 am is too early for Miller time.
We need your body on the picket lines!
The main ideas o f this action is to scare

the state legislators into killing the bill.
The more students we have out there in
front o f the reporters and T V cameras,
the more the politicians will sweat
watching the news. With elections less
than six weeks away, these people don’t
want to be a part o f any bill that caused a
complete mutiny of their state college
students.
Just one rule about joining the lines, if
you want to be part o f the excitement
on the lines, just remember that you are
there to verbally persuade students not
to go to class. Cajole, plead, explain,
beg or promise your first born son to
them, but w e are completely refraining
from any kind of action that might be
interpreted as force, such as smashing
someone’s head with a sledgehammer.
Avoid this kind o f enthusiasm. We
want the legislators to take us seriously
and understand our point, not use the

other half o f the $9 million to bail us out
o f jail.
Most importantly, please honor the
lines. If you are not going to picket, or
work for our effort in any way, stay
home and take a day off. Postpone that
trip to the library, and curb that sudden
desire for a slice o f Rathskeller pizza.
The less people w e have walking
around, the better w e will look to the
medias.
You will be blatantly rippedoff if this
bill passes. This is the time to cure a
decade worth o f apathy. The New
Jersey Institute o f Technology, and
1 renton State College are joining us as
this column goes to press. N ow it’s up
to you.
Let’s all strike out.
Nora DePalma is a columnist for the
Mcniclarion.

Point of information

Camelot: an SGA learning experience
by Laura Pedalino
For those o f you that have not had
the golden opportunity to attend and
participate in a MSC leadership
conference, it’s time to find oüt what it
is all about. You’re missing out~and in
more ways than one.
Aside from meeting crazy people and
having a wild time, something unique is
gained; an education aside from the kind
that is given in the classroom. It’s an
experience, if you dare to take it and get
involved.
The MSC student government
requires all legislators to attend a
leadership conference each year for the
purpose o f becoming familiar with the

SG A C o nstitu tion, statutes,
parl imentary p roced u res, off ic e
operations, goals, history, bill writing,
and much more.S om e o f th e speakers w h o
participated at the conference were: Dr.
David W.D. Dickson, MSC president,
who discussed reorganization o f the
schools, the new General Education
Requirement/GRE, and the new
writing policy. Dr. Elliot I. Minin berg,
vice president o f administration and
finance, spoke on the board o f higher
education; T hom as • S tep n ow ski,
director of student activities; and Nader
Tavakoli, former SGA president, who
gave a presentation on the SGA in

retrospect. Karen Dalton, SGA vice
president, did all the organizing and
planning for this trip and deserves a lot
o f credit for its success. Having the
administrators drive over tw o hours
back and forth for that short a time
should show you how much the SGA is
worth to MSC.
This year’s leadership conference
was held in the Pocono Mtns. at the
Camelot Lodge, which had its good and
bad (joints.
The conference room, which was
also used as the cafeteria, was lighted
not with whitelights, but with red ones.
This gave the room a dark atmosphere,
which is not a good idea when lectures

are taking place from 10 am to 10 pm.
Aside from the red lights, green
water in the pool, the paper eating goat,
and the food, the Came ~>t Lodge made
us all appreciate MSC.
If you question the purpose or
expense o f the leadership conference,
remember: one .percent o f your money
went into learning how to spend the
other 99 percent efficiently.
If you’re hot satisfied by that, stop by
one o f our meetings, which are held on
Wednesdays at 4 pm on the fourth floor
o f the Student Center, and come see
your student government in action.
Laura Pedalino is secretary of the SGA.
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"FREE"
PLEASE BRING THIS COUPO N

YOUR CHOICE OF:
• Freshly squeezed carrot juice
‘ Homemade corror coke
* Honey ice cream
(w ith rhe purchase o f lunch or
dinner

I

Join
the
paper!

j ^ M o n t c i a i r S t a t e C o l l e g e __________________

YASS HAKOSHIMA
MIME THEATRE
Fri., Sept. 26 8pm
Memorial Auditorium
$6 STANDARD

in a soho like atmosphere

5 N orth Fullerton Avenu«
M ontclair, New Jersey

HOURS:
Juice.Bar: 9 - 5:00
Lunch: 11:30 - 2:30
Dinner: 5:30

rues.
TO

sor. .

9:30 fri.

& sor.

$4 STUDENT & F/S

Tickets Available in Gallery One

SPECIALIZING IN GOURMET
NATURAL A ND CONTINENTAL
CUISINE

Located or
5 N. Fullerton Ave
M ontclair (off Bloom field Ave
near rhe Cloiridge Theatre)

CENTER FOR THE ARTS ¿01-693*5112

¿A/{.(l/l/.d. S t u d i o

Join
the
paper!

NEEDS FEMALE MODELS
PHOTO, ART, FIGURE a n d FASHION
M odels
w an ted-to he lp Professional Photographer with
his Portfolio. All m oaels will receive professional
assistance in m o d e lin g a n d FREE PRINTS.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

A big bargain at

If interested ... SEND PHOTO AND RESUME to:

MWC STUDIO

2 5 9 Prospect Street
Nutley, NJ 0711 0

We can assist you to
maximize your chances

P R O F E S S IO N A L R E S U M E S
and com plete employment
search consultation
by certified
professional vocational counselor

(5RËB? DRECTIONS)
ROUTE 4 6 WEST, LITTLE FALLS
Sunday is....
BREAKFAST
All You Can Eat-$1.90
8am-11:30am

Consultation by appointm ent only

(201) 487-0808

Tuesday is....
CHICKEN NIGH T
All You Can Eat-%2.99
4pm- 9pm

$ 1 0 .0 0 D IS C O U N T O N R E S U M E S E R V IC E
W IT H T H IS C O U P O N
____

WE'VE GOT IT!

¥hn%
mL'HM HP AE CW KL AE RT DT

Welcome to Wuv’s. And if you’ve
never visited one of our restaurants,
you’re in for a big treat. Because-at
Wuv’s, everything’s fresh, never
frozen. Hamburgers. Chicken. Chili.
French fries. Onion rings. Every
thing.You’ll taste the difference
with your first fresh bite.
And wait till you see our new
restaurant—rich natural woods,
real live plants—you’ll love it.
So come on in. Enjoy a great
bargain. And find out how great
e a family restaurant can be.

Printers
Card Readers
Memory Modules
All Solution Books
HP-31 E
HP-32E
HP-33C
HP-34C
HP-37E
HP-38C

]

I

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

I

BUY A HAMBURGER. SINGLE OR

BUY A TWO PIECE CHICKEN

SUPER SINGLE HAMBURGER AND

SNACK AND GET ANOTHER JUST

GET ANOTHER LIKE IT FREE.
WUVS, ROUTE 46. LITTLE FALLS

LIKE IT FREE.
WUVS, ROUTE 46, LITTLE FALLS

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER VISIT.

OFFER EXPIRES 1 0 /1 5 /8 0

OFFER EXPIRES 1 0 /1 5 /8 0

!

HP-41 C

I

Scientific
Advanced Scientific with Statistics
Scientific Programmable with Continuous Memory
Advanced Scientific Programmable with Continuous Memory
Business Management
Advanced Financial Programmable

$ 39.95
$ 63 00
S 99 00
SI 35.00
$ 67.50
$135 00

H P -85 PERSO NAL CO M PUTER IN STOCK

MATTHIJSSEN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS AND SUPPLIES

"The Calculator Specialists" stocking the complete line of
HP Calculators and Accessories.
14 Route 10,
Corner Ridgedale Avenue

East Hanover. New Jersey 07936
(201) 887-1100
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SGA Day focuses on supp

SGA table illustrates sign urging students

photos by Stan Godlew ski and Phil
Linda Humechy and Kathy Pyper show trophies of Kappa
Sigma Rho.

Cowgirl Cathy Belits relaxes on Student Center Mall steps

The Student Center Mall was the scene yester
day. According to Sonjui Lai, director of publi
purpose of SG A day is doublefold. It gives
organizations an opportunity to make ¡student
functions, and also to recruit new members, i
publicity for the SGA. We like to be in front of t
let them know what we’re about.”
This year’s SGA day had an additional objecti
hour demonstration was to make students awar
that will take place Fri., Sept. 26, and Mon.,
student walkout is to protest Bill A. 1972 that wi
college’s recent tuition hike, and give it to th
compensate for the $4.5 million deficit. SGA n
night preparing pamphlets and posters explainini
students would become fully aware of the seric
“T he SGA members were sure that making t
day would be successful, but we didn’t expect a
received,” stated Lai enthusiastically.

centerfold layout by Lori M cDonouj

Lisa Kelly stands by Black Student Cooperative Union/BSCU
table while president Michael Smith explains the club's
functions.

Students line up for hot dogs at table where sign emphasizes
feelings about Bill A-1972.

Bert Atsma and Peter Burriack show whai
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>port

forstudent strike

j students to strike,

and Phil Lanoue

scene yesterday for the second annual SG A
:tor of public relations for the SGA, “The
Id. It gives all Class I, II, III, and IV
iake;students aware of their purpose and
members. At the same time, it provides
:in front of the students’ eyes all the time to

Anania Motina proudly shows off Latin American Student
Organization/LASO scrapbook.

:ional objective. The main focus of the four
udents aware of the pending student strike
and Mon., Sept. 29. T he purpose o f the
1972 that will take the money from the state
jive it to the T A G program in order to
ficit. SGA members worked late Tuesday
:rs explaining the nature of the strike so that
i of the seriousness of the situation,
rat making the strike a major focus of SGA
In’t expect all the positive feedback that we

Students enjoy food and drink while Meryl Yourish, an
M.SC student, addresses the student body about the strike
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show what a true devil Bob Price is.

Shirley Arpin takes advantage of the weather and soaks up
some sun.
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the SGA senate, Phil Anter,
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Don't say goodbye to
by Bonnie Jerbasi
“He can play thcjool make
a few mistakes / hut all the same
lie’ll never he a borc.”~
Supposedly this is Steve
Lorbert’s overall view of
himself from the song Cioing
Down to Laurel. Last Sunday
Forbert was no fool and if he
did make any mistakes no one
noticed. What he did prove
beyond a shadow of a douht
was that he is far from boring.
('lass I Concerts, under the
direction of Kevin Malmud,
presented Steve Lorhert in
concert at Panzer Gym on
Sept. 21 at 8 pm. The gy m was
filled to capacity and the major
complaint of the evening
concerned the unbearable heat.
"the opening band for
Lorhert was The Nite-Caps,
who played until 8:45. This
o
n ew w a v e ' r o c k g r o u p J£
consisted of four people who m
were later joined by the c
a
Uptown Horns (two men who «h.
3
were the mirror images of Dan a
Aykroyd and John Bclushi— 2
>
complete with black shirts, .o
M
pants, and dark punky glasses). O
T h e w a r m - u p b a n d s is
intermixed their own songs a
with some “classics ” (ic. Let’s
Steve Forbert, at age 25, is a reflection of many talents.

Get it On).
One has to appreciate the
hard job opening acts have and
The Nite-Caps were no
exception. Kven though they
had a good, solid rocking
sound.rhey would get shouts of
“ L O R B K R T ” instead o f
applause.
They got this response after
each of their songs , thus
provoking the lead singer to
respond: “Forbert will be on in
a few minutes ;\ve’re not done
yet!” And his parting words to
the audience were, “SOME of
you have been nice.” d'\it
stage lcfA
After a brief intermissionjust enough time to run out to
the hall and catch some fresh,
cooler air—the moment w e’ve
all been waiting for—Steve
Forbert.
Forbert walked on stage in a
turquoise blue cowboy shirt
and black panty looking very
cool and ready lor action. He
started right in with Going
Down to Laurel from his first
album Alive on Arrival. By the
end of the song he was
drenched with sweat but still
going strong.
The heat didn’t seem to
bother him because he played
nonstop for close to two hours.

I

■

by Donna Marino
Ordinary People

SurriuK Donald Sutherland. .1lary Tyler Moore,
Timothy l lutto». In,hl Hirsch.
Srreeitplay: .Thi» Sarget»
Vmdneed hy Ronald /.. Selrararv
Direrted hy Robert Redford

Deeply emotional and realistic
performances bv Timothy Hutton,
,\1 ary Tyler Moore, and Donald
Sutherland transformed Ordinary People
into an extraordinary experience.
Fach .fetor immersed himself so fully
and completely into his character, I had
-to keep reminding myself that it was
only a movie I was witnessing, and nor
a real life event.
The setting for the film was an
affluent Ghicago suburb with picture
perfect houses, manicured lawns, and
parents who believe that nothing can
dtst m b their neat, orderly lives. As the
plot unravels, w e see a family
recovering from the death of Buck, their
oldest son.
Particular attention is focused on
Conrad, the younger son, who is
obsessed and guilty about Buck’s death,
which he feels responsible for. When
their boar overturns in a storm, Conrad
tries to save his brother from drowning,
but fails. As a result, he cannot deal with
his pain and guilt, so he attempts

suicide, ending up in the hospital for
four months.
When he returns home lethargic and
lifeless, his parents try to force him back
into the routine o f life, with few results.
When He’s awake he sees tombstones
flashing before his eves, and when he’s
asleep he sees the blue churning water
and his brother’s head slipping down
into the choppy seas.
T he direction and the cinemato
graphy were excellent and added much
to the overall impact o f the film. As the
camera rakes an overhead shot of the
dinner table, we are painfully aware that
there are only threeplaccscttings—three
forks, three napkins, three glasses—the
fourth one is trussing.
As the family sits down to dinner, the
cl i nki ng o f s i l verwar e in the
deadeningly silent dining room only
serves to make the void of the missing
son seem larger and the empty chair at
the end o f the dinner table more empty.
It becomes evident that this beautiful,
perfect house, with its matching
draperies and plush rugs Ijps become a
prison for this family. Things are left
unsaid, as everyone tiptoes around the
past events, afraid that the fragile world
they have built for themselves might be
shattered. Bur by trying to ignore the
past, they cannot go on with life now,
and the problems they try to detach
themselves from only grow; the death
of their son and the pain they feel hang
in the air throughout the entire movie.

Mary Tyler Moore was incredibly
convincing as the stiff, rigid mother,
Beth, who is unable to show love o f
acceptance towards Conrad liecauseshe
blames him for Buck’s death. Yet,
through the course of almost the entire
movie, she wears a constant, strained
smile, apparently afraid that if she stops,
her entire world will fall apart.
C a lv in , p la y e d by D o n a ld
Sutherland, was excellent as the easy
going, loving father and husband who
is torn between loyalty for his wife and
love for his son.
Judd Hirsch, who portrays Dr.
Berger, Conrad’s psychiatrist, was also
g o o d as t h e u n d e r s t a n d i n g ,
compassionate friend who tries to help
Conrad get back to a normal life. The
best performance, however, was given
by Timothy Hutton as Conrad.
With purple circled eyes and a pale,
skeleton-like figure, he fights to gain his
life back under the pressure of
overpowering guilt from within and
resentment from his unyielding mother.
Sitting in his psychiatrist’s office, he
comes to the sudden realization of why
he feels so guilty. There was one thing
he did wrong, he discovers as he blurts
out, “ I held on. I was the one who
lived.”
Another deeply emotional scene is
the encounter he has with his morher,
who has shown him neither love nor
compassion since he returned from the
hospital. “You never even came to visit

me in the hospital. If it were Buck in
there you would have came,” he says,
unable to live with her unforgiving
ways.
As the film progresses, it is evident
that the relationship between the
husband and wife is also deteriorating.
Calvin feels as if he cannot live with his
wife any longer because she has become
a stranger to him. We sec him
reminiscing about rimes'"when Buck
was alive and how happy and carefree
his wife was.
N ow , a cold, distant stranger has
taken her place; a stranger that he
cannot feel anything for. “We would’ve
been alright if there hadn’t been any
mess,” he says sadly. “You just can’t
tolerate mess. When Buck died, you
buried all your love with him. Fhc best
part o f you went when he died,” Calvin
admits at last, bringing a part of their
problem out in the open.
Fhc music, adapted by Marvin
Hamlisch, was beautiful and haunting;
however, there wasn’t enough of it.
Some scenes, especially the deeply
emotional sequences, might have been
enhanced with a little music.
However,, with three such fine
performances, there was little that could
ruin this movie. It draws one into its
story until you can’t help but feel as •
though you arc living through the
ordeal yourself. N ot in a very longtime
has there been such an absorbing and
well done emotional drama.

photo by Kevin Dorry

' Ordinary p e o p le E x tr a o r d in a r y
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Little Stevie Forbert
H e moved from one number to
the next, intermixing the songs
from his three albums: Alive on
Arrival, Jackrabbit Slim, and his
latest, Little Stevie Orbit.
1 he sound quality was
excellent—the speakers didn’t
abuse the ears, and the strength
of Forbert’s unique voice
carried to the back of Panzer
unscathed.
T he audience, now
appeased, moved with the
flow. For the softer, slow
songs there was an uncanny
silence throughout the gym (ie.
I’m in Love with You). But for
the country-knec-slapping
rockers people were standing
and clapping their hands to the
beat, (ic. Steve Forbert’s
.Midsummer Nights I oast).
Forbert is versatile and his
talents are far reaching. He did
' a couple of songs with just his
guitar and a harmonica (which
he threw into the audience at
the end of the"show), and a few
others with Paul Frrico on
accordian.
Tor the most part, though,
Forbert worked with his band:
Bobby Lloyd Hicks, drums;
Shayric Fontayne, guitar;
Hugh McDonald, bass; Robbie
Kondor, jiiano; and Paul
Frrico on keyboards.

bo tto m

Forbert didn’t say too much
but he sure did sing. Aside
from an occassional ohc-twothrcc-four, he started to say,
“ Does anybody think..." to
which .an audience member
completed “...it’s hot in here!”
At one point Forbert took a
glass o f water and poured it
over his head. He was so hot he
didn’t seem to notice that he
was- still holding his electric
guitar.
The standing ovation s'
reached their peak when
Forbert sang his three popular
songs from Jackrabbit Slim: the
hit single Romeo’s Tune, T he
Sweet Love That You Give,
and Say G oodbye to Little Jo.
After these he left the stage
only to return two more times
to do encores (which lasted for
a half an hour).
Forbert was energetic and
vocally superb right to the very
last song. He didn’t fail to
entertain his audience to the
utmost and even provided a
few o f his knee-buckling jumps
around the stage.
In this day of complicated
music and disco bears a
refreshing sound like 1.ittle
Steve Forbert will never die!

Hugh McDonald on bass with Steve Forbert at MSC.

The B o tto m Line:
tops in Village

mi,
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photo by Kevin Dorry

-A piace to watch, to listen

The street view of a unique showplace for stars.

by Darrel Lippman
The Big Apple is filled with
big name new wave/rock clubs
such as Hurrah, CBGB, T'rax
and Max’s Kansas City, to
name a few. But none can
match the reputation that the
presitigious Bottom Line has
acquired over the years.The nightclub has presented

hyadlincrs like Joe Jackson,
The Police, Billy Joel, and the
comedy o f 1'hc Uncle Floyd
show (who, interestingly, just
recently~brokc Joel’s record for
selling the most Bottom Line
French fries in one night).
I .ike the opera buff who goes
to see a choice play, one visits
the Bottom Line (15 W. 4th
Street in Greenwich Village)
to witness a musical act
perform, whatever happens to

be scheduled for the night. It is,
thus, labeled a theater; a pla^e
to watch, to listen.
“Club” would not be so
appropriate a word to describe
the Botrorh Line, being that
“clubs',' pcr-sc, arc rcminiscient
of people being able to get up
and dance. This spot really
doesn’t have much room for
that, and isn’t designed for it, so
mingling and roaming around
is limited.
Tables of various sizes
surround the stage and reach to
the back of the good sized
place. If you’ve ever been to
Great Guilderslccvcs, the
Bottom Line is set up in a
similar fashion, minus
Guilderslccvcs’ two large bars.
There is only one small bar in
this showplacx as it tends to be
more waitress-oriented.
Whichever way you choose
to order, the a l co h ol ic
beverages arc typically priced
for a NY night club: S2-S2.50
for a beer and S2.75 for a mixed

drink. If hunger strikes the
kitchen is open for cheese
burgers and the like.
You can call for reservations
(Yes, bc’:i ■e it or not, they will
hold a table in front o f the stage
for you, unlike others who
pretend to have lost your
reservations.) or go without
tickets and hope that a
particular show isn’t sold out.
1 ickcts can be purchased in
advance at the Bottom Line’s
box office and range in price
form S6 and up.
Live broadcasts in coopera
tion with WNF'W fm arc not
uncommon. Certain shows
(eg. The Police) arc aired as
t h e y h a pp e n , w i t h the
necessary equipment making it
possible to do so.
To express the uniqueness of
a Bottom Line show, one of the
two bands that performed last
W ednesday night. Cheap
Perfume, deserves mention
here. Here’s a group of four
girls that rocked the audience

with their original new wave
music. I was left awestruck,
finding it -hard to believe that
these pretty gals could sock out
a tune the way they did.
A great reflection o f a great
“theater.’’
Some coming attractions that
The Bottom Line will feature:
O ct , 1 4 - - t h e Iron C i t y
Rockers, a hot band from Steel
City USA, proving themselves
to be a major force on today’s
circuit,7.50; Oct. 27—Johnny
Van Zandt, 6.00; Oct. 31 and
Nov. I—the zany comedy of
the local Uncle Floyd show,
7.50.
N ote to all Ronnie Spector
fans: his appearance has been
cancelled for Oct. 24 and 25.
Tickets are refundable at the
box office.
Weekday showings at The
Bottom Line are at 8:30 and
11:30, F ridays and Saturdays
at 9:00 and midnight.
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Fourtunes make it- literally
by Bonnie Jerbasi
“ I’d rather be a fairy than a troll,”
sings out Roscoe (Justin Ross). He is
wearing skimpy, tight, orange satin
gym shorts and a tank T-shirt as he flits
around the stage in Chicago’s gay
nightclub, Man’s Country.
Roscoe is one o f the Fourtunes; a
singing group that is trying to make itliterally. Madelaineis his swinging wife
whose philosophy is “Life is one big
party. T he important thing is having a
good time. Isn’t it?”
The other tw o “Tunes” are Brad
(Ken Arthur) and his fiancee T racy
(Gail Herbert). The play is Fourtunes
and it is at the Actor’s Playhouse ih
Greenwich Village, NYC.
Fourtunes is a new musical comedy
with some interesting insights on
today’s lifestyles and interpersonal

relationships.
T he theater is intimate and the stage
is set up in four parts. A rock band, a
very professional one, is set in the back
behind a screen; to the left is the group’s
dressing rooms,and the right and center
serve as 'the main stage for their
performance.
T he action begins with Roscoe
making rather overt passes at Brad.
Brad resists, but it becomes obvious that
he enjoys the attention. T he group is
appearing at the Ohio Turnpike Dinner
Theater. Brad and Tracy are worried
about their careers, Roscoe and
Madelaine don’t worry much about
anything except who is going to share
their bed that night. T hey all have one
thing in common though: they want to
be rich and famous~not an easy task
considering the dive where they’re
singing.

Brad is seen as the real killjoy of the
group. While he worries about wealth
and fame, Roscoe has the solution o f the
moment—“So our record is not selling
as well as expected? There is only one
answer Maddie—drugs!”
Eventually Brad, too, sees the light,
takes a “lude” and loosens up! It is then
that he reveals his lifelong secret to
Roscoe (who has been in love witljBrad
since the tour began): H e once modeled
nude for a male professor who wanted
to capture his classic Greek features on
canvas. T he professor proceeded to
tease and arouse him with a peacock
feather and Brad loved it. Result:
Roscoe finds a feather and repeats the
erotic experience.
Meanwhile his fiancee, Tracy, is
having a hot and heavy lesbian affair
with Madelaine. She is torn between
feelings o f guilt and ecstasy. It is

obvious that not one of the Fourtunes is
“the shortest distance between two
points!”
N ot as confusing as it may sound—
basically the play deals with the
bisexual relationships o f the group and
the feelings that are involved.
T he sanctity o f marriage takes quite a
beating. Roscoe-and Madelaine have an
open marriage,to say the least, that they
refer to as “funky love"-no hangups, no
ties.
T h e plot fo llo w s the notsoconventional genre of Bob and Carol,
Ted and Alice, intermixed-with an
abundance o f songs, jokes and dance
routines.
F'Ortunes was directed by Ron
T routman and written by Bill Russell.
The Actor’s Playhouseis located at 100
7th Ave. South in the Village.

'Murder' at Studio Playhouse
by Karen M eyer
T he Studio Players begin
their 43d season with a highly
con fu sing, but extrem ely
enjoyable production of Bob
B arry’s c o m e d y / m y s t e r y ,
Murder Among Friends.
T he play takes place on N ew
Years’ Eve in contemporary
Manhatten. Ted Cotton and
Angela Forrester plan on
disposing of her overbearing
husband, fading theater figure
Palmer Forrester. T he two
lovers have set up an elaborate
scheme in which they stage a
fake robbery.
-T he small N ew Year's party
consisting of Forrester, his
wife, Cotton, and theater
producer Marshall Saidenberg
with wife, Gertie, will be
disrupted by the appearance of
“ ju n k ie/rob b er,” This
“robber” is actually a hitman
hired by Cotton. During the
robbery, Cotton will shoot
F'orrester. T he Saidenbergs,
who will have been chi oro-.
formedd, will think the robber
did it. The “robber” is never
found, and Cotton and Mrs.
Forrester start a new life.
Sounds simple? Well, even
the most carefully laid out
plans go awry, and the plot
takes more twist and turns than
the LA freeway. The extreme
c o m p l e x i t y o f the plot
p ro h ib its any further
elaborations. Suffice to say, no
one is who they seem to be.
The audience has to pay
strict attention to what goes on
on stage. Fortunately, the
actors make this an easy task.
Carole Catón and Richard
Jenkins, wh o play Mrs.
Forrester and Cotton, seemed a
little ill at ease in the beginning,
and some of their “in” jokes
about Sardi’s and Bloomingdales didn’t go over too well,
but after 10 or 15 minutes they
settled quite comfortably into
their roles. T h e y w ere
especially funny when they

were trying to act calm and
normal during the party.
A ndrew T hom a makes
F'orrester so odious and hateful
that you can understand why
Cotton and Mrs. Forrester do
a way w i t h him. Mi lton
Koosman and Helen Stein are
extremely amusing as the
unsuspecting Saidenbergs. The
role of the hit man, Larry, is

the Forrester’s, apartment, was
excellent. It certainly conveyed
that rich, Club 2 1- t ype
lifestyle, from the elaborate
light switch panel down to the
lighted c o m e d y / t r a g e d y
masks molded from F orrester’s
face. Kenneth Cleerdin and
Charles Wills take credit for
this. T he sound by Geoffrey
Gould, and the lighting by

played by Edgar Rivera, who
is hysterical’ with is heavy,
Spanish accent.
T he direction, by Norman
Keller, is somewhat fast paced.
This can be taxing when
you’re trying to follow the
plot, but the plot is absorbing,
and keeps you on your toes
until the final curtain.
T he one set used in the play,

Ingrid Hegenauer and Stephen
Lauf, add to the setting, giving
it a perfect atmosphere for
murder.
Murder Among Friends is a
delightful production.
Mystery fans should be sure to
catch it, and others will also
enjoy the production.
The play is at the Studio
Playhpusein Upper Mont’dair.

One dimensional performance
by Stephen Kantrowitz
Barbara Holmquest delivered a one dimensional piano
recital in McEachern Recital Hall that is soon to be forgotten.
The performance, save some moments of brilliance that were
few and far between, barely rose above being mediocre.
Holmquest has not appeared in a recital for a number of
years. This clearly explains thequality o f her performance. She
is very conservative in style and in her approach to music.
Unfortunately, everything she plays sounds the same. The
listener is unable to be carried away by the music itself and
instead is forced to listen to Holmquest play the piano.
T he only piece o f the evening that I found satisfying was
Four preludes by Debussy. Holmquest has a tremendous
amount o f sensitivity that works wonderfully with Debussy.
Her temperament coinrides with that of Debussy; namely a
richness o f tonal color and variety.
She began her recital with Schubert’s Impromptu in Fminor,
Op. 142, No. "1. There are lovely, flowing passages
throughout the piece. But Holmquest played them too rigidly
and didn’t enable the music to .flow as it should have .
The piece was light and spacious, and fortunately this effect
was accomplished. M y biggest complaint was that Holmquest
took too conservative an approach. Schubert was an early
romantic composer, and his warmth was often missing.
T he second piece was the interesting and lengthy set of
dances entitled Davidsbundlertanze, Op. 6 by Schumann.
Essentially the piece is a series o f contrasts between the two
characters that are described: one, the impulsive and
revolutionary Florestan, and two, the youthful dreamer,
Eusebius. These tw o people were involved in the romantic
movement against classicism.
Florestan was acknowledged by joyful, almost frenetic
passages, while Eusebius was typified by dreamy and
charming melodies. The exciting passages were passable, but
the moments of repose were so laid back that the listener
expected the music to be coming from a piano player in a
cocktail lounge. •
After intermission, Holmquest began with Ballade in Fmajor, Op. 38 by Chopin. It was a beautiful piece, full of many
memorable and touching melodies. Holmquest played as well
as could be expected. But for the first time in my memory,

Chopin came out sounding like Schumann.
One point that was apparent in this piece, as well as others in
the evening, is that Holmquest makes fairly well u seof varying
dynamics. However, her soft passages areoften much too soft.
After the Debussy piece which followed, Holmquest
concluded her recital with T w o Rhapsodies, Og. 11 by,;
Dohnanyi. This was by far the most varied piece o f the
evening.
Holmquest is a pianist who obviously enjoys playing music.
But her own tastes and ideas don’t really do justice to the
nieces, and the audience is always shortchanged.
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CLUB's beer blast

o Metro's Willie Wilson belts out a song for MSC students
o and guests. Also appearing were the Moderns.
£
a
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Rock sounds
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BEAT THE
HIGH COST
OF HI-FI:
Accessory discounts
with M SC student I.D.

In today's inflationary economy it is hard to find a good
quality stereo system at a moderate price. For the very
best sound you usually pay extra for high power and
elaborate features. But now we can offer NAD.
NAD eliminates the frills and incorporates advanced
circuitry to produce budget-priced components with
state-of-the-art performance.
The NAD 3020 integrated amplifier and 4020 FM tuner,
at s i‘t8 * each, epitomize NAD’s philosophy that good
audio design need not cost any more than a poor or med
iocre one. The 3020, for example, at a nominally rated 20
watts per channel drives low efficiency (and low imped
ance) loudspeakers as loud and clean as most of the
expensive heavyweights. The results of stringent labora
tory testing of the 3020 were reported in the July issue of
Stereo Review. After successfully driving four sets of
loudspeakers (with a combined impedance as low as 1
ohm at many frequencies), Julian Hirsch declared that
even " ,.. without knowing its power rating and price, one
could well conclude that it was one of the fine amplifiers
of our time.” He went on to say, “Certainly its distortion,
noise and other electrical characteristics could hardly
be improved upon.” **
NAD’s uncommonly rational approach to audio design
is evident iri the 4020 tuner, as well. No compromises
whatsoever are made in the performance areas directly
related to its listening quality ... good sensitivity to
weak signals, quieting of background noises, wide
stereo separation with very low levels of audible distor
tion and very flat frequency response.

The NAD 3020 and 4020.

We are proud to be a member of the NAD Group, which is
directly responsible for the design of
these extraordinary components. We in
vite you to come in for a demonstration of
the 302Q and 4020, and to receive your
copy of the Stereo Review Equipment Test
Report.
4MC7,

/4UDIO DESIGN
S19H isthe NAD suggested retail price

Phone: 744-0600
Address: 193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
* * Q u o ta tio n s re p rin te d w ith pe rm iss.u n o f Stereo Review c o p y r ig h t' Ju ly '9 7 9 by Z iff D avis Publishir><jC>im[,any

I’hc rock music industry is
like a treadmill; if you do not
move forward, you fall behind.
Although a big time act can
u s u a l l y g et a w a y w i th
rehashing the same material
from album to album for a
while, they too will eventually
fall by th e ' wayside to lie
replaced by a fresher sound.
Ten years ago the group
Jethro l ull was on the vergeof
becoming a major innovative
force in the rock world.
T hroughout the early parr of
the ’70’s, the group, led by
vocalist and
flutist Ian
Anderson, put our a string of
fine, co m p le x musical
statements.
However, since then music
has changed and the genre o f
music that Jethro l ull helped
popularize is now obsolete.
Perhaps sensing" that it was
time for a change, Anderson
made major personnel shifts in
the group prior to the
recording o f the band’s latest
album A . Originally slated as
an Anderson solo project, A
supposedly signals a return to
rock ‘n’ roll by the group.
Instead, what we get is yet
another example o f corporate
rock; an o v e r p r o d u c e d ,
pompous work from a band
which has passed its prime.
T he only song which shows
any sign of excitement is
Batteries Not Included, which
features “special guest” kiddie
Jobson on keyboards. Jobson,
formerly of Roxv Music and
UK, is the only bright spot on
an otherwise dismally boring
record. I give A a I)...for dull.
Another group which had
made major personnel changes
in recent months is Ultravox,T
four piece band from Kngland.
Ultravox has always been a
group which has been ahead of
its time. T hey helped pioneer a
sound which would help
catapult people such as Devo
and Clary Neuman to fame.
Fame, though, is something
which has eluded Ultravox, at
least in the US.
Hopefully that will be
rectified with the release of the
band’s fourth album I remit.
I ’ienua features new member
.Midge L’re on vocals and
synthesizer. Urc replaces John
Foxx who left the group to

pursue a solo career. With the
departure of the heavy handed
hoxx, Ultravox is free ro
explore new musical territory.
I he album is more rock
oriented than the previous
Ultravox records. The group
has the rare ability to fuse rock
with synthesizers so that one
does not take away from the
other. F.very songon the album
is good, with Sleepwalk, New
Furopeans, and Western
Promise especially
note
worthy.
I ienna by Ultravox is music
for the SO’s; go buy it.
The Psychedelic Furs are a
six piece band whose debut
album on Columbia Records is
among the best albums of the
year. The album is a collection
of .10 stark, moody aural
montages. Producer Steve
LiHywhite, wh os e credits
include X T C and Sector 27,
helps the kurs deliver a sound
whi ch is s imu lt ane ous ly
foi (. boding and danceable.
i m afraid though that The
Psyched ciic kurs’ album may
lie ignored by the major
commercial radio stations.
1 hat would lie a shame because
it is one o f the best albums o f
1980.
Kid Creole is a pseudonym
fo r a v e r y t a l e n t e d
performer producer
named
August Darnell. His band. Kid
Creole and the Coconuts, has
just released their first record
O ff the Coast of Me, on Antilles
Records. After seeing the band
in concert the album conies as a
bit o f a dissapointmenr ro me.
Not that the album isn’t
good, though. O ff the Coast of
Me combines many musical
styles (disco, calypso, ’40’$
swing) and several languages
(lyrics in Spanish and German
as well as h.nglish) t.o form an
interesting hybrid. T he record
also has some funny lyrics,
such as these from the song
Darrio: female: “ Darrio, can
yoy get me into Studio 54?”
•\ Iale: “ I hev tell me the place is
through it ain’t even safe to get
high the DJ he don’t even play
the B-52’s my kind of heaven
is club 57."
I his album will defini elv not
appeal to all tastes, especially to
those who find disco offensive,
bur it’s worth a listen anyway.
It also is nor a proper indication
of their live show, which was
among the most enjoyableones
I’ve seen this year.

We need
a book
reviewer
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FOR SALE: So fa-bed, queen
si/.c bed, b \V I V 12", I V
s t a n d a n d m an.) o t h e r
household items. Sron l>v 39
\ o r r h Fullerton
, Apt.
\-1 4 , Montclair, NJ. (Dow n
he block from the PhoneStore) Sat. and Sun., Sept. 27
and Sept, 28, 1980, starting at
10:30 am. f irst floor-left of
v

^ * f

v «■

elevator. Clive me your best
offer.

FOR SALE: I w o Carly
Simon tickets for sale. Opening
night at the Ritz. Call 4351 799.
FOR SALE: Brand new'
I vox electric bass guitar with
case. SI95. Call 893-5941.
Ask for Rich.

FOR SALE: Convertible
Qtevelle, 1972, 307, auto
mounted, snows
radials,
excellentmechm. ea: condition,
some rust. Asking S i ,900. Call
943-2364.
FOR SALE: Datsun, 280Z,
1977, radials, snows, am/fm,
ac, four speed, window shade,
27 mpg, regular gas, asking
86 495. Call 943-2764.

QUARTERLY
WE ARE SPONSORING BI-MONTHLY
POETRY READINGS
& WRITING WORKSHOPS
Beginning Oct. 1 at 8 pm
in the Purple Conference Room

CALL 893-4410 FOR MORE INFO
QUARTERLY is a Class One O rganization o£ th e S6A .

j o IKTu s Ifoir

SUKKO T DECORA TING
SPONSORED BY:
MSC JEWISH STUDENT UNION
WHEN:
TIME:
MON. SEPT.29
11AM—2PM
WHERE:
JEWISH STUDENT
m
,e ^
UNION OFFICE
IN LIFE HALL
Mes
COME SEE AND DECORATE
OUR OFFICE
S
m

FOR SALE: 1977, Honda,
750K, with extras, excellent
condition 5,000 miles, garage
kept. Call Scott after 4:30 pm at
867-8325.
FOR SALE: Three male
registered doberman puppies,
black and rust. F.ars cropped,
tails and nails cut. T w o shots,
S250. Phone 744-8821.
FOR SALE: 1979 Datsun
200-SX, excellent condition,
five speed, fully equipped, best
offer, must sell. Good gas
mileage. Call 933-2965 after 6
pm.

FOR SALE: Camera, 35 mm
Canon, Canonet. Case, flash,
excellent condition. Call 8935554, ask for Parti.
FOR SALE: Ibanez electric
guitar, model CN-100 plus
marching case S350. Cali Ru.ii
at 546-4814.
FOR SALE: Volkswagen1965, campmobilc, original
Westphalian interior. Must see
to appreciate at $500. Call 7590427.
FOR SALE: Wedding gown,
only w'orn once. Queen Anne
style. Best offer, Mondays,
Thursdays, call Doreen 3770200.
FOR SALE: 1974 Mustang II
Cihia, four cylinder, four
speed, ac, 65,000. New radial
tires, brown with tan vinyl top,
new clutch, beautiful shape, a
good buy at S2,100. Great gas
mileage. Call 746-2919.
WANTED: Male student
wanted to clean bachelors
t ow n ho us e and do light
repairs. One day and two half
days per w'eek and occasional
hours shopping and helping
out at din ; r parties. W'alking
distance trom MSC. S4 per
hour. Call 568-0454 u'eekdays
or 256-1290 evenings and
weekends.
WANTED: Dungeons and
dragons players! We arc
forming a Class III Organiz.ation. Sign up in the bookstore.
ASAP!
W A N TED : C arpool,
M o r r i s t o w n , Parsi ppany,
Basking Ridge area. Call 5381052 after 11 pm or before
9:30 am. Kven one day would
help us both.
WANTED: Clerical pairrime
opportunity in busy publi<relations firm. Good clerical
skill required. Hours flexible.
$4 an hour, call Vickie 7467778 12:30-5:30.
WANTED: Addressers
wanted immediately! Work at
home-no experience necessary,
excellent pay. Write: National
Service, 9041 Mansfield, Suite
2004, Shreveport, Louisiana
71118.
WANTED: Student parking
aides to monitor student lots
and issue campus tickets.
Wage: S3.10 an hour. Pick up
an application at Campus
police headquarters.
WANTED: Excellent photoggt; phic equipment—cheap.Can
be used. Call 783-7324, ask for
8ondv.

W A N T E D : A n y fern ale
student who recently observed
an incident o f indecent
exposure on campus ;■is asked
to contact Sergeant Herbert
Lloyd o f the campus police at
893-5222 or 893-4367. We
need your statement and eye
witness identification of the
arrested suspect (from a group
of photographs) in order to
keep this man away from our
campus. It could also help him
to get treatment.
WANTED:

P e o p l e to
p a r ti c i p at e in Quart erly
sponsored poetry readings and
' writing workshops. Begin
Oct., 1 in Purple Conference
Room, 8 pm. Call 893-4410.

WANTED: Parttime ballroom
dance teacher, some experience
necessary, parttime days and
evenings. Call 746-5661.
WANTED: Help wanted,
cashier- concession clerks..ind
u s h e r s . E v e n i n g s an d
weekends apply in person.
Essex Green Cinema. Prospect
Ave,, West Orange.
W A N T E D : W aitresses:
Parttime, evenings, days or
weekends. All shifts available.
Suburban Diner, Rt. 17N in
Paramus. Call 261-2605.
WANTED: Barmaid/bartender—no experience necessary,
will train, great opportunity
for college students. Call 5469782, ask for Marty after 7:30
pm.
WANTED: Someone that can
fix refrigerator only threemiles
from campus. A n y o n e
interested, please call Gina at
278-5578.
WANTED: I wo roommates
for off campus house in
Clifton, S I25 plus utilities.
Available now. Call 345-7278.
WANTED: Need ride from
Rutherford to campus on
Fridays. Class beginning at
5:30. Call 438-7591. W'ill
certainly share gasoline.
WANTED: Address and stuff
envelopes at home, $800 per
month possible. Any age or
location. See ad under business
opportunities. T riple “S".
WANTED: Address and stuff
envelopes at home. $800 per
month possible. Offer, send $ I
(refundable) to: Triple “S”,
869-C Juniper Road, Pinon
Hills, CA 92372.
WANTED: Volunteers needs
for a Draft Teach-in, ihe
teach-in will be from 9 am-3
pm in the student center
ballrooms. For information
contact H olly at 471-5542.
WANTED: Are you a bass
player into progressive rock ‘n’
roll? If you have experience,call Bob or Jim at 335-4390.
WANTED: Driver needed to
and from Fairlawn five days a
week. Will share expenses. Call
immediately, Linda 796-8962.
WANTED: Squ are dance caller
for country western dorm
party. Fee to be arranged. Call
E.A. 893-4843.
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SALE ON BOOKS
NOVELS, ART BOOKS,
PICTURE BOOKS,
RELIGIOUS BOOKS,
COOKBOOKS,

LOST: Business communica
tion book, white bookcovcr
NEEDED: Students to sit on 1 and stationary ends in the
school store bag. Call 746Student Ticket Appeals Board.
7834. Ask for Les.
Interested? Co nt ac t D o t
Krukiel, SG A office, 893FOUND: L'S knap sack on
4202.
Valley Rd., claim at Freeman
Hall, front desk.
COME HELP: Plan your
Health Fair 1980. Join the
PUBLIC SEMINAR: AfroHealth Professions Associa
American Studies Program,
tion. Wednesday at 4 pm.
Russ Hall Lounge, 3:30-5 pm.
College Hall. Call Health
Sponsored by Dr. T homas
Professions Conference Room.
C a s s i l l y , d e pa r t m e n t o f
HOURS: Library hours—fall
sociology and Mwangi Wa1980. Beginning Sept. 2 the
G i t h u m o , department o f
library hours will be as follows:
history.
Africans attitudes
Monday-Thursday 7:30 amtoward the US policy in Africa
10 pm, Friday 7:30 am-4:30
in the 1970’s and 1980’s.
pm, Saturday 10:30 am-4:30
ENTERTAINMENT: Com
pm, Sunday 1 pm-9 pm.
pletely versatile dinner and
HOURS: T otowa raquet club
dance music for all occasions.
has student rates at $8 an hour
Call 997-1775 or 946-9414.
from Monday-Friday 5 pm.
Saturdays till 8 pm, excluding
holidays and Sundays. Route
46, Totow a, NJ. 256-6776.
HOURS: SG A office hours:
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm.
Monday, Wednesday and
T hursday nights 5 pm-8 pm.
Saturday 10 am-2 pm.

PEER C O U N S E L I N G :

We are now accepting
submissions for
the first all
PHOTO issue
and contest

Referral service sponsored by
women helping women, Room
366, Math/Science Building,
Monday-Friday 9 am-4 pm.
COUNSELOR: Resi dent
supervisor-dedicated, caring
individual needed to supervise
eight adolescent girls in a group
home in Morris County.
F l e x i b l e s ch ed ul e wh ich
incl udes e v e n i n g s , s o m e
o v e r n i g h t s , and s o m e
weekends. Minimum BA, in a
related field w i t h s o m e
counseling experience. Salary
$8,500 plus benefits. Position
immediate. Send resume to
Search Committee, 15 S. Clark
A.ve. Somerville,NJ 08876.
HOUSEPARENTS: Married
couple for adolescent girls
group home in Morris County.
Duties include supervision of
daily living activities and house
management. G ood salary,
apartment and meals provided.
Experience in child care and
degree preferred. Send resume
to: Search Committee, 15 S.
Clark Avenue, Somerville, NJ
08876.

RELIEF H O U S E P A R ENT/COUNSELOR PARTTl i/lE: ’ndividual^ to work

All entries
must be titled.
Deadline October 15.
Call 893-4410.
QUARTERLY is a Class One Organization of the SGA

weekends in a group home in
Morris County for adolescent
girls. BA and child care
experience preferred. Send
resume to: Search Committee,
15 S . C l a r k A v e n u e ,
Somerville, NJ 08876.

WOMEN HELPING WO
MEN: Math/Science Building,
Room 366, Monday-Friday 9
am-4 pm. A counseling and
referral service located on
campus to help meet the needs
o f women.
TYPING: T y p i n g / w o r d
p ro ce s si ng , proff essi onal
services, reasonable rates. Call
696-6667.
Papers, theses,
dissertations, type-right office
center, 580 Valley Road,
Wayne, NJ.

Fri., Sept. 26, 1980
MOVIE: C L U B presents
Dustin Hoffman in Strawdogs,
at 8 pm in the Student Center
ballrooms. Free admission.

Sat., Sept. 27, 1980
W O R K S H O P : W o m e n ’s
Center, M a th /S cien ce
Building, Room 116, 9:30 am4 : 3 0 pm. $ 3 0 . P os i t i v e
parenting.

Mon., Sept. 29, 1980
JSU: Sukkah D ecorating
sponsored by Jewish Student
Union, Life Hall office, 11 am2 pm. Refreshments.

Mon., Sept. 29, 1980
FILM: The Autobiography of
Miss fane Pitman, sponsored by
• B S C U , S t u d e n t C e nt e r
Ballroom A, 7 pm-11 pm. .75
for students with ID, $1
without ID.

Tue., Sept. 30, 1980
SPEAKER: CLUB presents
Gene Rodden berry, creator
and producer, in the Star I rek
Experi ence, 7:30 pm in
Memorial Auditorium. $3.50
with ID, $4 without.

Wed., Oct. 1, 1980
CAREER SEMINAR: Life
Hall, Career Services Office,
10 am. Career seminar in
distributive education. Dr. J.
Hecht, professor of distribu
tive education.

Wed., Oct. 1, 1980
M E E T IN G ' M ontclair
Students for Peace, Student
Center, fourth floor, 12 pm.

LECTURE-DISCUSSION:
Women’s Center, Math Sci
ence, Room 116, 12 pm. T itle:
Wholistic Awareness for Women.
WORKSHOP: Poetry reading
writing workshop sponsored
by Quarterly. Student Center
/ ’i.rpleCmferenccR >om, 8 pm.
Call 893-4410.

Fri., Oct. 3. 1980
TEACH-IN: Draft Teach-in,
Montclair Students for Peace,
Student Center, Ballrooms A
and B. 9 am-3 pm. Call 4715542 or com eto the meetings.

Sat., Oct. 4. 1980
W O R K S H O P : W o m e n ’s
Center, Math/Science, Room
11 6, 10 am-4 pm. $25
admission price. On Being a
Single.
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3 ON 3 BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
O C T., 7 & 8
8pm
in PANZER GYM

APPLICATIONS DUE: Wed., Oct
TEAM CAPTAINS MEETING: Fri., Oct. 3, 12pm
MEETING ROOM 1

YANKEES VS DETROIT
Thurs., Oct 2

$5 I N C L U D E S M A I N L E V E L
RESERVED TICKETS AND FREE
BUS.

Bus leaves 6pm in front of Panzer Gym

OCTOBER IS TRIVIA
MONTH
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

8 - Television
15 - Movies
22 - Sports
29 - Potpourri

1st PRIZE -$15
2nd PRIZE - $5
PLUS

T-SHIRTS for the
TOP 3 WINNERS

THE CONTEST WILL BEGIN AT 12pm
WITH ON—SITE REGISTRATION
FOR MORE INFO. CONTACT SILC AT 893-5245

I he Montclarion

I hur.,Sept.25,1980.2 1.

S quaw s m ake it three straight
The women’s tennis team
remained undefeated (3-0) as
t h e y h u n g o n to nip
Monmouth Col lege Mon 
mouth, 5-4, last Saturday at
Monmouth.

Once again, the doubles
combination of Sue Dobosh
and Mary Tuffv proved
unbeatable as they ripped
Monmouth’s Patrice Murray
and Dede Phillips, 6- 3, 6-2, to

clinch the victory 1
After jumping on top early
in both sets, the MSC duo let
themselves relax. Monmouth’s
pair quickly took advantage to
tie the marehes. Dobosh’s

i MAYBE YOU'D GET MORE OUT OF f
COLLEGE TWO YEARS FROM NOW.
*
---- :--------------------------------------- -—--- -— £
You went to college right
ri? after high schooljust ¥
as you wanted. Ana NOW you find it isn't ¥
rea fly what you want. At least, not right now. ¥
So do you stick it out and get a degree but not ¥
an EDUCATION?? Or do you come back later ¥
when you're more sure of what you want? .J
Well, a good way to do the latter is to spend two i
years in the ARMY. You'll learn discipline, J
handle responsibility and develop a lot of £
maturity. You can also accumulate up to $7400 £
for college. You see, Uncle Sam will add two £
dollars to every dollar you save (up to $75 per
month) for college. Then you can get a
generous education bonus added to that. ¥
TOTAL: up to $7,400 for college in just two ¥
years. Plus the experience to use it wisely. ¥
It's a good way to serve your country as you ¥
serve yourself. FOR MORE INFORMATION *
CALL: MSG Stanley Fischer
*
Gateway Blvd.,Sweet 1616
Newark, N.J.
¥
-

¥
¥

n
i
I
^

^
*
¥
¥
¥

rocket serve and I nfix ’s cat
like quickness on the net
prevailed. .
Dobosh and Infix', the
Squaws’ number one and three
singles players respectively,
also opened the day xvith
singles wins.
Mary l.ynn D el’eo gained
her third x'ietory in as many,
tries by beating Phillips in
straight sets, 7-6, 6-1.
After rallying to narrowly
rake the first set, I )eTeb made
quick xx'ork of her opponent in
the second. T h e 85 degree
temperature, which played an
important parr in the march,
seemed to reduce Phillips’
performance to a few brief
vollies after the long, grueling
first set.
I he Squaws' Sands' l icerai,
like her teammates Del eo,
Dobosh, ami Tufty, remained
unbeaten in singles play by

walloping karhx' kix ior, 6-1,
6- 2 .

I he mateh was never close
as I ’.eerai consistently aced her
opponent xx irli her txx isting
meritami serves.
\ ISC’s Diane I.ent and
Donna Spector hive had their
problems so far this season.
I .ent has just been outplayed in
most ol lief matches. Spector,
on the.other hand, has slipped a
bn alter an opening day
triumph vs I’airleigh Dickin
son University.*
In doubles, aside from the
Dobosh- I nfix rande u, coach
I.inda Sue (¡alate has yet to
fInel a winning . '<mbination.
Ihe Squaw., next home
match is against Set-on I lall
University on Sat., Sept. 27 at
1 I am. ( lenrcnary ( aillege
comes in on l ue.. Sept. 30 at 4
pm.

The Psychological Service Center will offer
six workshops designed to help students
expand their awareness and develop their potential.

I

I

«Im p rovin g

Your Achievement Potential

Time: Fridays ar 1:00 pm, beginning October 10.

• ndependence and Autonomy : Growing Up and Away
|

’ Time: Wednesdays ar 1:00 pm, beginning October 8.

• Personal Growth
I

Time: Mondays ar 11:00 am, beginning October 6.

|

«Prooiem Drinking
Time: Fridays ar 3:00 pm, beginning October 10.

•Stress ancf Relaxation
|

|

Time: Mondays ar 2:00 pm, beginning October 6.

•Test Anxiety
Time: Thursdays ar 1:00 pm, beginning October 9.

|

Psychological Services, Annex E, Room 9,
Extension 5211 (Mrs. Day, Sec'y.)

Sue Dobosh, MSC's number one women's tennis player,
stayed unbeaten with a victory over Monmouth's Patrice
Murray last Saturday.

Sports Extras
Basketball: Anyone interested in trying out for the 1980- 81
MSC basketball squads must report to Panzer (¡vm on I’hur.,
Sept. 25 at 4 pm.
Golf: Yes, MSC does have a golf team. Those who are
interested please contact coach Pete Famiano at 731-0833.
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Mercy nips Tribe inOT,1-0
by William Delorm
( )nc mistake; that’s all it took
to decide the winner last Friday
n i g h t as M e r c y C o l lege .Mercy edged MSC, l-O,
in the Tribe’s opener.
After l ()8 minutes of hard
fought soccer, Mercy’s Steve
Younande picked up a loose
ball, raced past a fallen Fom
Conners, and beat goalkeeper
Mike Tropeano with a low
bullet for the game’s only
score.
“ It was a lucky goal. Our
defender fell and the Mercy
forward came down the wing,”
Tropeano recalled. “Out ofthe
corner of my eye I saw another
1)lue shirt making a run into the
middle. 1 leaned a little to the
left, thinking he might pass it
across, but he didn’t,” , he
added.
Left fullback F'rank Kill
nearly tied the game just
seconds after Mercy had gone
ahead.
The Indians took possession
front midfield and worked the
ball quickly out to the wing.
There, Frli tapped it forward
and uncorked a 40 yard
knuckle ball.
M e r c y g o a l k e e p e r Ed
Winhoffer was forced to fly
into the upper left hand corner
to the net and dcflcct it over the
end line.
An enthusiastic crowd of

about 400 MSC partisans
turned out to cheer on the
Indians and to see what their
“new” image was. What they
witnessed, sitting in a chilly
Sprague Field, was a hard
fought, close marking contest
which neither team deserved to
lose.
-•-MSC was outshot 12-8 as
most of the regulation game
was played in the India1> ' end.
T’he bribe’s defense, ho\. ever,
was exceptional.
Fed by tricaptain Paul
Fiddy, Dave Cornish, ErF.and
Greg Stivala, the back line
continuously harassed and
battered Mercy’s forwards.
Cornish, the team’s stopper,
set our early to show Mercy’s
striker just how he intended to
play. With less than three
minutes gone in the first half,
C o r n i s h an d M e r c y ’ s
Younande received yellow
caution cards for hacking at
each other’s shins.
A total of six yellow cards
were issued during the m atchthree to each club—as the
referees were determined to
keep the game clean from the
outset. T his was seldom the
case, however.
MSC’s sweeper, Fiddy,
played a near flawless game in
leading the defense. Running
all o v e r the f iel d, he
consistently stripped . Alercy

players of the ball, cleared
dangerous passes, headed our
50-50 balls, and ■kept the
pressure off the goalkeeper.
Both Mercy and MSC
played the game with the same
type of offensive strategyworking the ball in and out,
and hitting the open spaces.
T h e atmosphere sur
rounding the entire game was
one that has seldom been
matched at an MSC sporting

event.
Music was pumped through
out the field as the teams
warmed up. A Budweiser/M SC sports banner hung
over the press box. The
scoreboard was lit, the lights
were on, and the Indians were
announced onto the field one
by one.
Through a tunnel of lively
cheerleaders trotted the Tribe,
attired in their brand new

scarlet and white jerseys and
carrying World Cup “Tango”
soccer balls.
They stood during the
national anthem, hands behind
their backs, pumped with more
energy than 20 live generators,
and when the whistle finally
blew 110 minutes later, it was
o b v i o u s that t h e y had
unleashed all that was inside of
them.

IM highlights

Football kicks
o ff season
by M ike Ritz
The opening games for SIFC’s men’s and coed football leagues
were played last week, with last year’s two champions coming
through the week unbeaten.
• In the men’s league, the Terrorists started the defense o f their
crown with a 21-6 victory over the Holdouts. Fast year’s
runnerups, the Eastsiders, crushed the Bootleggers 34-0.
The Shore Boys beat the Mean Machine 14-8 and Delta Kappa
Psi 22-0, and are the only team with tw o wins afterthe first week.
The only other undefeated team is the Vegetables who hammered
APO 44-6.
In coed football, the Bohners opened the year with a
convincing 44-0 triumph over the Assorted Nuts. The Bomb
Squad, Coed, and the Quick Sicks all won both of their games to
remain unbeaten going into the second week o f play.
After the first week of the fall bowling league, the Gameroom
Rags lead with a 70 record. Charlie Goring tops all male bowlers
with a 202 high average, 214 high gamegnd a 606 high series. For
the women, Madeline Peters leads with a 165 high average and a
176 high game.

COMING EVENTS: Men’s 3-on-3 basketball will be held on
Tue. and Wed., Oct. 7 and 8 in Panzer Gym. Applications are due
Oct. 1
SIFC Trivia Contest will be held on Wed., Oct. 8 in the
Student Center Ballrooms at noon. Categories include sports,
movies, television, and general knowledge.
For more information, call the SILC office, ext. 5245.

MSC forward Tom "TC" Conners (left), battles a Mercy defender for possession in
last Friday's opener at Sprague Field

S quaw s zip
SC SC, 2 -0
by Steve Houde
In a tight, low scoring match, the Squaws opened their ’80
season in a big way by defeating Southern Connecticut State
College/SCSC on Saturday, by the score o f 2-0.
Most o f the first half was played in the Squaws end as the SCSG
offense applied constant pressure. The first 10 minutes was all
SCSC as they had several close calls but failed to score.
The Squaws’ defense was strong, and Ronnie Gudewicz made
some big saves in goal to keep MSC in the game. Gudewicz made
five saves in the first half.
Debbie Detrich, playing her first game for the Squaws scored
the only goal o f the first half at 12:00 to give the Squaws a 1-0
lead.
In the second half the Squaws’ offense was more aggressive and
took control. Judy Popadanic displayed sharp stick handling
skills and came up with the teams’ second goal to give MSC a 2-0
lead.
Following the Popadanic goal the Squaws came close again on
near misses by Sheila Egan and Pat Connor.
SCSC almost got on the board in the closing minutes o f the
game but Gudewicz held them off to preserve the shut out.
Unofficially, she registered a total o f 11 saves while the offense
had seven shots on goal.
Beth Malekoff and Egan were standouts on defense for MSC.
Coach Donna Olson was very satisfied with the team’s play.
“ It really was a team effort, 110 percent by all,” she offered.
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Tribe continues surge
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Centerfielder T ony Sabato continued his hitting streak last Thursday, going three for three with
three RBIs and a home run as the Indians nipped Fairleigh Dickinson U niversity/FD U , 7-6, at
Pittser Field.
Sabato’s sacrifice fly in the seventh inning was the deciding blow. Mark Baker, who reached third
on a triple, raced home with the winning run.
Ace righthander, and the club’s top tobacco chewer, Roger Lope upped his record to 2-0,
rendering six runs on just six hits, including tw o home runs.
Yielding just tw o runs through the first six innings, Lope began to tire in the final three. F D U ’s
Carmen Marinaro and Tom Havellian reached Lope in the late innings as the Knights rallied for four
runs in the last three innings. However, they fell one shy.
MSC leftfielder Gene McDonald also added a four bagger for the Tribe.

SMOKE SIGNALS: T he Indians enhanced their record to 7-1 by sweeping Fordham
University last Sunday....Shortstop Mark Bujnowski had tw o home runs on the day....The Tribe
takes on Rutgers University today at 3:15 pm at Pittser Field....Monmouth College comes in on
Sat., Sept. 27 for a noon game and William Paterson College makes its first appearance at Pittser
Field on due., Sept. 30 at 3 pm.
Indians' Gene McDonald slides safely into second with a
stolen base.

In the sports corner/Matt Ward

Brett, Gossage, Jackson eye AL M V P
This year’s Most Valuable
Player/M V P award will be
the most difficult to decide in
the American League in quite
awhile. O f course, to select an
M V P before the conclusion of
the season is premature, but
unless wild developm ents
occur three men seem to bethe
top choices.
The three primary candi
dates are Reggie Jackson and
Rich Gossage of the Yankees,
and George Brett o f Kansas
City. All three have helped
their teams to the top of the
standings, but each have
hidden factors which may

ultimately hurt their possible
selection.
On the positive side for
Jackson are his home run and
RBI totals. Through this past
Sunday, Reggie has hit 37
homers, driven in 98 runs, and
batted .287. But on the
negativeside is Jackson’s pitiful
play in the outfield. Jackson
may be doing some heavy
hitting at the plate; however,
he’s a flop in tne field. Witness
his play in the recent series with
the Toronto Bluejays. Jackson
misplayed a routine ball in one
o f the games; as a result the
Yanks lost the game.

M S C surprises
S S C ,2 2 -3 5
by Ian Gordon
On Saturday, the MSC harriers opened up their ’80 season with
a 22-35 victory over a surprisingly strong Stockton State
College/SSC team. The race took place on Garrett Mountain—
MSC’s home course.
Steve Boyle led all runners through the hilly course in atim eof
25:19. He was followed by Ian Gbrdon, who covered the course
in a tim eof 25:57. Dan Wiggins (27:11), CharlieCilwik (27:23),
and Tom Schwarz (28:08) rounded out MSC’s top five finishers.
Boyle led the race from start to finish. His time of 25:19 is the
fastest time run by any MSC harrier in the past two seasons.
Charlie Cilwik was the Tribe’s most pleasant surprise. He came
into the season seeking a spot in the top seven runners. As a result
of his dedication and hard work, Cilwik has surpassed his goal by
breaking into MSC’s top five runners.
Coach James Harris was extremely pleased with his team s
performance, as was evident from his comments. “It was an
outstanding performance in that several runners opened the
season with performances equal to or better than their 1979
personal records,” Harris noted. “It is evident that the work
w e’ve put in building up our team spirit and in getting physically
ready has paid off,” he added.
Next Sat., Sept. 27, the MSC harriers face the Glassboro State
C ollege/G SC professors. GSC is a cross country power in the
N ew Jersey State College Athletic Conference/NJSCAC, and
they are the team to beat for the conference championship.

Another negative factor for
Reggie is his current slump at
the plate. So far this month he’s
hit only, three home runs and
driven in five runs. Since Aug.
l . h e ’s batting only .250 with
eight homers and 19 RBI’s.
Yet, to the Bombers credit,
other players have picked up
the slack.
A key consideration in
voting for a player as M V P is
his performance down the
stretch of a pennant race.
Jackson has usually been “Mr.
Clutch” in September and
October, but since Aug. 1 he’s
been in the background. And
being in the background in the
midst of a pennant race is a sure
way not to be chosen MVP.
T he case for George Brett is
i n d e e d s u bs t a n i a l . Ye t ,
remember one thing: should
Brett finish below .400, he
shouldn’t get the award.
Unlike the pennant race o f
the Yanks and Orioles, the
Royals had the W estern
division won by Memorial
Day. So, performance during a
pennant race cannot apply to
Brett. However, chasing the
goal of batting .400 is indeed
pressure, similiar to that of a
pennant race. It comes down to
this—if Brett bats .400 or higher
he gets the award hands down.
If he doesn’t, he may still get it,
but there is another player,
though a darkhorse, who
merits consideration.
T he other candidate is
reliever Rich Gossage. Over
the last month and a half the
“G oose” has been laying
golden eggs with constant
regularity. Just look at the
statistics. H e’s appeared in 33
games in which the Bombers
held the lead. H e’s saved 31 of
them and recorded a win in
another. Simply amazing.
The Yanks lost close games
last year because they did not
have him. This season the
Yanks have won close games
because of his presence. His
consistency in the heat of a

pennant race, where every
game is a must, cannot be
regarded lightly.
However, on the minus side,
Gossage faces an uphill fight.
N o reliever has ever won the
M VP award, and only recently
have relievers won the C y
Young Award. Yet precedent
should not detract from what
the Goose has accomplished.
If Brett fails to reach .400,
then g i v e the M V P to
Gossage. A simple Took at the
facts justifies his selection. Last
year without Gossage the
Yanks could not finish ahead of
the Birds. This year, with him,
they’ve got the best record in
the majors.
Most sports fans are aware of
the overall superiority of the
American Football Conference/A F C over the National
Football Conference/NFC in
th e N a t i o n al F o o t b a l l
L eague/NFL. O nly tw o NFC
teams (Green Bay and Dallas)
have won the Super Bowl.
T o most football fans,the
N FC is basically boring, with
little or no flair. Consider one
position—quarterback.
The AFC boasts such stars
as Terry Bradshaw, Dan
Fouts, Ken Stabler, Steve
Grogan, Jim Zorn, and Brian
Sipe, to name a few. T he only
QB from the N FC to match
that line up is recently retired
Roger Staubach.
Consider also that some of
the teams from the N FC which
made the playoffs last year
(Los Angeles, Chicago, and
Tampa Bay) would have been
only .500 teams at best in the
AFC. On the other side of the
coin, notable AFC teams
(Oakland, Seattle, Cleveland,
N ew England) did not make
the playoffs. Yet, if they were
in the NFC, they could very
well have won any division
with the possible exception o f
the East.
T o put matters frankly, the
N FL needs realignment badly.

With realignment, the NFL
can ensure competitive balance
and fair distribution of the
g o o d and p o o r t e a ms
throughout the six existing
divisions. By going with
realignment the NFL can
guarantee quality teams for the
playoffs and minimize the
chance o f teams qualifying on
the basis o f a weak division or
weak schedule. In this way
e n c o u n t e r s b e t w e e n t he
conferences can be brought
to w a r d s s o m e sort o f
respectability. And, hopefully,
the Super Bowl will be decided
at the Super Bowl and not in
the A FC championship game
as it has been in all but two
times in the last 12 years.

EXTRA INNINGS:
One player the New York
Knicks should trade for draft
choices or a straight deal is
Marvin Webster. The “human
eraser” is doing only one
cons is tent thing —erasing
$500,000 from the Knicks each
year. Granted, he’s been
injured. But the injury excuse
wears thin because when he has
played he’s delivered little of
anything.
Webster looked good in
Seattle because the supporting
cast assembled by Lenny
Wilkens was talented and deep.
Webster hasn’t had that kind of
cast in NY. In fairness, too
much was expected from him,
but remember one thing:
Webster never had the kind of
skill the Knicks hoped for. H e’s
not a superstar. Average? Yes,
and that’s all.
Once again the Knicks’ brass
wagered on the one player
theory, and lost. The one
player theory is based on the
premise that one top player can
transform an average team into
a great one. The only player
capable of doing that in the
National Basketball Associa
tion is Kareem Abduhl-Jabaar.
And getting him from the
Lakers is like getting cheaper
oil from OPEC. Forget it.
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Indians blank E S S C ,16 -0
by John Huegel
MSC snapped a five year
ilex, last Saturday night, that
Hast S t r o u d s b u r g State
( College FSS(' held over them,
as the Indians blanked the
Warriors 16-0 at Sprague
field. It also marked the first
time I’.SSC has been shutout in
52 games.
“This was certainly a big
win for us, especially after
losing last week,” head coach
Fred Hill commented after the
game.
Hill was particularly pleased
with his team’s pass rush.
Sophomore defensive end
Brian Carlson led the rush,
recording three sacks,
including a third quarter tackle
of FSSC’s quarterback Barry
Kennedy in the end zone, for

the game’s first rw'o points.
Runningback Bill Crundv
made his first start for the ’bribe
on Saturday and was the key to
MSC’s surprise victory. There
was no evidence of a knee
injury that had kept him out of
the season opener vs Wagner a
Week ago, as he scampered for
I6l yards in just 27 carries,
including a game breaking 75
vard touchdown run.
Until this run, most of the
capacity crowd that lined the
fences and stood on the grassy
hill beyond the end zone were
put to sleep by an uneventful
first half and a slim 2-0 MSC
lead.
Joe Rebholz started the game
at quarterback, but when he
failed to put the Tribe in the
end zone after four attempts

Grundy rambles for 161 yards
from inside the five, Hill called
on backup Scott Fischer.
Fischer sparked the bribe’s
offense, completing four of
seven passes for 42 yards
including a 13 yard touchdown
flip to wide receiver Terry
Porter. late in the fourth
quarter.
I he defense, once again led
by linebacker Sam Mills, held
the Warriors to -24 yards
rushing and only 91 yards in
total offense.
The awesome MSC- pass
rush forced FSSC’s Kennedy
to throw up three intercept
ions—one-each to Carl Adams,
Bernic,Arrington, and Michael

Smith.
The W'arriors also turned the
ball over on fumbles three
times.
The biggest surprises on the
Indians’ squad this season has
centered around the kicking
game. F reshman Al Merusihas
done an exceptional job
punting for the bribe. On
Saturday, the 5 foot 10 inch,
Butler native averaged 40.6
yards per kick including a 50
vardcr.
All-America
placekicker,
Keith “ Ice” Sahlin, has been a
little shaky, hitting on only one
of three field goal attempts. As
one teammate put it, “The ’Ice’
may be melting.” For the

bribe’s sake, let’s hope not.
EXTRA PO INTS: MSC
linebacker Mills
will be
featured on the NJ Public
Broadcasting show' That's It in
Sparts on Mori., Sept. 29 at 8
pm on channel 50.... Star
tailback Mike Horn may be out
tw o or three more weeks after
suffering a fractured shoulder
vs Wagner....MSC has allowed
only 79 rushing yards in its
first tw'o games....Mills now
has 399 tackles' in his career, a
new' MSC record.:..Hill’s
coaching record at MSC now
stands at 27-13-2 ( 675).,..The
Indians will
face
Kean
College in Union, NJ, next
Sat., Sept. 27 at 2_pm.

Tribe defense impenetrable:
MSC's awesome defense
held ESSC to an incredible
• 2 4 yards rushing and a
meager 91 yards In total
offense, last Saturday night
at Sprague Field. It was the
first time the Warriors have
baeft shutout in 52 games.
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Safety Mike Griglik (25) forces ESSC'S Bob
Maries out of bound*>frf|ar a short gain (top).
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ESSC's fullback Bill Nast lunges for an extra
yard as MSC's Mike Hensier (46) and Mike
Schreck (60) make the tackle. Warriors' tight
end Sean Deveney looks on in vain (middle).
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Linebacker Sam Mitts brings down Warrior's
tailback M ike Delaunay for one of his 399
career tackles. Brian Carlson (90) watches
the action (bottom).

